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In this dissertation, I use mathematical optimization approach to solve the 
complex network problems. Paper 1 and paper 2 first show that ignoring the bandwidth 
constraint can lead to infeasible routing solutions. A sufficient condition on link 
bandwidth is proposed that makes a routing solution feasible, and then a mathematical 
optimization model based on this sufficient condition is provided. Simulation results 
show that joint optimization models can provide more feasible routing solutions and 
provide significant improvement on throughput and lifetime. In paper 3 and paper 4, an 
interference model is proposed and a transmission scheduling scheme is presented to 
minimize the end-to-end delay. This scheduling scheme is designed based on integer 
linear programming and involves interference modeling. Using this schedule, there are no 
conflicting transmissions at any time. Through simulation, it shows that the proposed link 
scheduling scheme can significantly reduce end-to-end latency. Since to compute the 
maximum throughput is an NP-hard problem, efficient heuristics are presented in Paper 5 
that use sufficient conditions instead of the computationally-expensive-to-get optimal 
condition to capture the mutual conflict relation in a collision domain. Both one-way 
transmission and two-way transmission are considered. Simulation results show that the 
proposed algorithms improve network throughput and reduce energy consumption, with 
significant improvement over previous work on both aspects. Paper 6 studies the 
complicated tradeoff relation among multiple factors that affect the sensor network 
lifetime and proposes an adaptive multi-hop clustering algorithm. It realizes the best 
tradeoff among multiple factors and outperforms others that do not. It is adaptive in the 
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1.1 WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK 
A wireless sensor network (WSN) is a wireless network, consisting of spatially 
distributed autonomous sensors. After the initial deployment (typically ad hoc), sensor 
nodes are responsible for self-organizing an appropriate network infrastructure, often 
with multi-hop connections between sensor nodes. The onboard sensors then start 
collecting data, such as acoustic, seismic, infrared or magnetic information about the 
environment, using either continuous or event driven working modes. The flowing of 
data ends at special nodes called base stations (sometimes they are also referred to as 
sinks). When the sensor nodes do the sensing, transmitting, receiving and etc, they will 
consume their energy, usually the battery. If they run out of battery, these sensor nodes 
will die and it is very possible that the whole wireless sensor network will be out of 
service.  Since the sensor nodes have limited battery and are hard to recharge or replace, 
energy efficient routing is important for wireless sensor network to make the network 
working as longer as possible. The bandwidth, on the other hand, has always been 
ignored. Actually, in a sensor network where every node transmits towards the sink, the 
aggregated bandwidth requirement can be surprisingly high. The bandwidth constraint 
can be used to decide not only the routing topology but also actually data rate on each 
link.  
In this dissertation, the energy constraint and bandwidth constraint are jointly 
considered for routing and link rate allocation. Sufficient conditions for unidirectional 
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transmission and bidirectional transmission have been discussed separately. Achievable 




Network lifetime is critical to any wireless sensor network deployment. The goal 
of both the environmental monitoring and security application scenarios is to have nodes 
placed out in the field, unattended, for months or years without replacement or battery 
recharging.  
Energy is the primary limiting factor for the lifetime of a sensor network. Sensor 
nodes have limited battery power. When they do sensing, transmitting and 
communication, they will consume the battery power. If they are out of power, it is very 
hard to replace or recharge. In that case, each node must be designed to manage its local 
supply of energy in order to maximize total network lifetime. In many deployments it is 
not only the average node lifetime that is important, but rather the minimum node 
lifetime. In the case of wireless security systems, every node must last for multiple years.  
A single node failure would create vulnerability in the security systems. 
 Thus, it is essential to develop protocols that optimize the overall energy 
utilization of the network, in order to maximize its capability to function for the longest 
possible time. However, the network lifetime objective in most of these efforts has been 
centered on maximizing the time until the first node fails. Although the time until the first 
node fails is an important measure from the complete network coverage point of view, 
this performance metric alone cannot measure the lifetime performance behavior for all 
nodes in the network. For wireless sensor networks that are primarily designed for 
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environmental monitoring or surveillance, the loss of a single node will only affect the 
coverage of one particular area and will not affect the monitoring or surveillance 
capabilities of the remaining nodes in the network. This is because the remaining nodes 
in the network can adjust their transmission power (via power control) and reconfigure 
themselves into a new network routing (relay) topology so that information collected at 
the remaining nodes can still be delivered successfully to the base-station. Consequently, 
it is important to investigate how to maximize the lifetime for, not only the first node, but 
also all the other nodes in the network.  
 Many previous works addressed network lifetime optimization problem. In [1], it 
used network coding in multicast traffic and study the trade-off between maximizing the 
network lifetime and minimizing the network coding operations. Paper [2] divided 
network into a number of clusters, and improved the network lifetime by periodically 
choosing higher power node as cluster header to help relay the traffic to sink. The 
reliability constraint was introduced in [3], and was linked to the average amount of 
energy consumed by the network. So, it optimized the network lifetime under the 
reliability constraint (aka energy constraint). [4] also considered  the energy efficient 
routing for maximizing the network lifetime and minimizing the energy multicast 
problem in ad-hoc network.  The tradeoff between throughput and lifetime was discussed 
in [5], for the case of fixed conflict-free wireless networks.   It employed a realistic 
interference model and provided several insights into interplay between throughputs, 
network lifetime and transmission power.  
 How to maximize network lifetime under one or more constraints was also 
investigated. Paper [6] provided a novel theory to improve the network lifetime of unicast 
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multi-hop wireless sensor networks under the limited bandwidth. A bandwidth allocation 
scheme was proposed in [7] that used time-frequency slot assignment to reduce the 
energy consumption to improve the network lifetime. Energy-efficient multi-polling 
mechanism is discussed in [8] to combine power management strategy with a low 
overhead MAC protocol is 802.11 MAC. It scheduled the wake-up time slot for wireless 
stations to reduce the energy consumption, with loss of bandwidth as tradeoff to improve 
the lifetime. In [9], it constructed a global optimal maximum lifetime multicast tree in 
wireless static network with distributed manner under limited bandwidth capability. And 
[10] provided a probabilistic model for route lifetime prediction. 
 In this thesis, sufficient condition is discussed on link bandwidth that makes a 
routing solution feasible, then provide mathematical optimization models to tackle both 
energy and bandwidth constraints. One basic mathematical model is first presented to 
address using uniform transmission power for routing without data aggregation, and then 
extend it to handle non-uniform transmission power, and then routing with data 
aggregation. And two efficient heuristics are proposed to compute the routing topology 




In wireless sensor networks, due to the broadcast nature of wireless transmission, 
the signal from one sensor could reach many unintended receivers and interfere with the 
reception of these neighbors. The higher transmission power it uses, the more neighbors 
it interferes with. As the interference level increases, network throughput decreases. To 
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intuitively understand how transmission power works on network throughput, take a 
multi-hop wireless sensor network with a fixed number of nodes as an example, if two 
nodes can hear from each other, a link between them can be built. When one link is active, 
any other link that interferes with it should not be. When transmission power increases, 
link density increases, and consequently a wireless link will have many other links 
interfering with it. All these conflicting links cannot be active at the same time; they must 
be carefully scheduled to transmit at different time, otherwise their transmissions will 
interfere with each other. Although the wireless link capacity remains the same, the 
spatial reuse of the wireless spectrum decreases as the transmission power increases. As a 
result, network throughput drops. 
The question of how to achieve the maximum throughput in sensor networks 
through cross-layer optimization is addressed by many previous works.  [26] used link-
directional interference graph to clarify inter-link interference in wireless ad-hoc 
networks and proposed the coloring algorithm to set the interference domain. In [27], 
investigated the interaction between MAC protocol and interference in wireless multi-hop 
network, and jointly introduced the flow rate allocation. The interference-aware flow 
allocation algorithm was proposed to achieve the fair flow rate. The topology control 
problem and interference has been discussed in [28]. It formally defined the concept of 
path interference and designed an algorithm to construct an efficient topology with 
minimal path interference. In [29], the interference in wireless networks was 
characterized by using a conflict graph based model. The on-demand routing scheme was 
proposed to explicitly add the interference model in the route decision process. In the 
scheme, the nodes can exchange the flow information and compute the available residual 
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bandwidth based on the local information periodically. Many previous works assumed 
that interference is a binary phenomenon. But in [30], it defined the term named partial 
interference and presented a framework to characterize the partial interference in a single-
channel wireless network under unsaturated traffic condition. And it concluded that by 
using adapting the partial interference, the gain in capacity can be improved significantly. 
In this dissertation, the interaction between interference and network throughput 
has been discussed. The collision domain and interference model are formally defined. 
The power control mechanism is used to optimize the interference and a related algorithm 
is presented to compute the transmission power of each node with objectives of 




In general computer networks, throughput is the amount of digital data per time 
unit that is delivered over a physical or logical link, or that is passing through a certain 
group of network nodes. In senor network, total amount of data received per second by 
the sink node is referred while every node except sink node can be a source node and 
send the data to the sink node.  
 Specifically, given initial energy for every sensor node in the network, if all nodes 
are required to satisfy a certain lifetime criterion, what is the maximum amount of data 
that can be generated by the entire network? Obviously, it appears reasonable to 
maximize the sum of rates from all the nodes in the network, subject to the condition that 
each node should meet the network lifetime requirement. Mathematically, this problem 
can be formulated as a linear programming (LP) problem within which the objective 
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function is defined as the sum of rates over all the nodes in the network and the 
constraints are: (1) flow conservation is preserved at each node, and (2) the bandwidth 
constraint at each node can be met for the given network lifetime requirement. However, 
the solution to this problem shows that although the network capacity (i.e., the sum of bit 
rates over all nodes) is maximized, there exists a severe bias in the rate allocation among 
the nodes. In particular, those nodes that that are closer to the base-station will be 
allocated with much higher bit rates than other nodes in the network. Assume node A and 
node B are chosen as the source nodes. When the total throughput of the network is 
considered, it is easy to find if node B send the data as much as it can and node A do not 
send anything, the network throughput will achieve the maximum. Because node A is far 
from the sink node, if it want to send data to the sink node, it need many reply node to be 
the receiver and these nodes will consume the bandwidth, but if node B is the only node 
which send the data to the sink node (node B is only one hop from sink node), it does not 
need relay node. Under the bandwidth constraint, node B will send as much as it can and 
node A will do nothing in the effort to get the maximum throughput.  
The fairness issue associated with the network capacity maximization objective 
calls for a careful consideration in the link allocation among the nodes. In this thesis, this 
fairness issue has been considered and the center condition has been set to achieve the 
fairness.  
[11] used wireless network coding to improve network throughput and spectrum 
efficiency. An analytical framework with fairness requirement is proposed to exploit the 
best coding opportunities to improve the network throughput. And [12] considered 
throughput and delay problem employing network coding and slotted ALOHA protocol, 
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and analyzed the performance on relay nodes which used queuing system as buffer. On 
the other hand, [13] issued the basic limitations for network coding in terms of energy 
and throughput in multi-hop wireless networks. Two well accepted scenarios: single 
multicast session and multiple unicast session, are used to illustrate that the gain of 
network coding is limited in term of throughput and energy saving. In [14], it gave a 
statistical method to estimation the maximum achievable end-to-end throughput in 
802.11 based wireless mesh network. In this method, the 802.11 MAC is adapted to 
check contention for wireless nodes.   
The trade-off between energy and throughput or the trade-off between throughput 
and lifetime has been further discussed. A network region size threshold is provided in 
[15]. If network region size is below the threshold, direct transmission routing can be 
both energy conserving and throughput achieving. Otherwise, energy efficient routing 
may not achieve the maximum throughput. In [16], it investigated the trade-off between 
throughput and network lifetime. For a fixed transmission power, relaxing throughput 
requirement may result in a significant improvement on the network lifetime. It also 
showed that with fixed throughput requirement, the lifetime is not monotonic with power. 
In this dissertation, the questions how to improve the total throughput under the 
energy constraint and bandwidth constraint and how to achieve fairness have been 
discussed. The proposed heuristics computes the link-rate allocation and routing path. 
The simulation results show that they can significantly improve the throughput compared 





1.5 END-TO-END DELAY 
The end-to-end delay refers to the total time taken for a single packet to be 
transmitted across a network from source to destination. It is one of the most important 
and fundamental issue for wireless sensor network. Many applications require an end-to-
end latency guarantee for time sensitive data. However, it is hard to bound end-to-end 
delay for event-driven sensor networks, where nodes produce and deliver data only when 
an event of interest occurs, thus generate unpredictable traffic load. 
How to improve the throughput under delay requirement or how to minimize the 
end-to-end delay under throughput requirement have been investigated in many previous 
works. [17] proposed a scheduling algorithm. This algorithm resolved real-time problem 
of cycle communication task with the character of network topology. In paper [18], delay 
is investigated in a hybrid wireless network consisting of n randomly distributed normal 
nodes, and m regularly placed base stations connected via an optical network. With dense 
networks, the area is fixed and the node density increases linearly as the number of nodes, 
and [19] assume the whole network is connected. Furthermore, [20] also considered the 
dense networks, but with area increasing linearly with node. All of three papers give the 
average packet delay estimation under the per-node throughput capacity constraints. The 
trade-off between throughput and delay was investigated in [21]. It provided the packet 
scheduling policy and a method based on queue model for analyzing the packet delay. It 
also justified that the trade-off remains unchanged with fixed-size packet. Both 
centralized and distributed algorithms for delay aware routing are proposed in [21] and 
hybrid architecture which consist wireless sub-network is also introduced. The difference 
between [22] and [23] is that in [23], the wireless routers are modeled as M/M/1 queue 
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and wireless link states are predicted periodically. The algorithm proposed in [23] also 
considered load balance and congestion instead of traditional minimum hops. In [24], it 
minimized the average end-to-end delay by obtaining the optimum link capacity. And a 
distributed optimization framework is proposed in [25] to improve the end-to-end delay 
in a multi-hop single-sink wireless sensor network. 
How to minimize end-to-end latency in a multi-hop wireless network is addressed 
in this thesis. The transmission scheduling scheme is presented that minimizes the end-to-
end delay along a given route. The link scheduling scheme is based on integer linear 
programming and involves interference modeling. Using this schedule, there are no 
conflicting transmissions at any time. Through simulation, the proposed link scheduling 
scheme can significantly reduce end-to-end latency. By varying different routing policy, 
the shortest path routing does not necessarily result in minimum delay. 
 
 
1.6 MAIN CONTRIBUTION 
The major contributions of this thesis includes: (1) the energy and bandwidth-
constrained routing problem has been formulated as a multi-constraint optimization 
problem and provided efficient heuristic solutions to it. In addition, a companion time 
slot assignment algorithm is proposed to support the resulting routing solution at the 
MAC layer. (2) A linear optimization model has been generated to capture the impact of 
wireless interference on network delay in multi-hop wireless networks. Compared to 
previous linear models, this linear model is more accurate; and compared with the exact 
solution, which is a NP-hard, the solution is more efficient. (3) Another linear model has 
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been proposed to capture the impact of wireless interference on achievable data rates in 
multi-hop wireless networks. Based on this linear relation, a linear programming model 
of joint routing and rate control has been presented to achieve both efficiency and 
fairness in multi-hop wireless networks. This model can be extended to work around loss 
links in a heterogeneous network to improve throughput performance. The model is not 
only critical for cross layer optimization, but also useful in a classic separate layer 
scheme -- it can be used to predict throughput performance, or to control source rate to 
improve network throughput or fairness when routing information is given. (4) The 
maximum throughput power control problem has been divided into two sub linear 
programs and related efficient algorithms have been designed to solve them. The power 
control algorithms can generate symmetric or asymmetric links as required; (5) for both 
symmetric links and asymmetric links, we provided mathematical optimization models to 
compute the maximum achievable throughput on a given topology. Part of it requires to 
accurately capturing the mutual conflicting relation among wireless links, which is a 
well-known NP-hard problem. A polynomial-term constraint has been proposed that can 
sufficiently capture the mutual conflict relation among wireless links and is tighter than 
all known polynomial-term approximations in previous works; (6) A linear optimization 
model is presented to capture the impact of wireless interference on network delay in 
multi-hop wireless networks. Compared to previous linear models, this linear model is 
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ABSTRACT. In sensor networks, both energy and bandwidth are scarce resources. In the 
past, the energy efficient routing problem has been vastly studied in order to maximize 
network lifetime, but link bandwidth has been optimistically assumed to be abundant. As 
energy constraint affects not just the routing topology but also the allowed data rate on 
each link, which in turn affects lifetime. Previous works that focus on energy efficient 
operations in sensor networks with the sole objective of maximizing network lifetime 
only consider the energy constraint and ignore the bandwidth constraint. This article 
shows how infeasible these solutions could be if bandwidth does become a constraint, 
then provides a new mathematical model to tackle both energy and bandwidth constraints. 
Two efficient heuristics are proposed based on this model. Simulation results show these 
heuristics provide more feasible routing solutions than previous works, and provide 









Wireless sensor networks are resource scarce, which is manifested in both energy 
and link bandwidth, as well as computing power etc. While it has been widely accepted 
that energy constraint limits the total amount of data being transmitted, and plays an 
important role for sensor network lifetime, bandwidth constraint has long being ignored. 
In previous work related to energy efficient routing and data aggregation etc., wireless 
link bandwidth is often optimistically assumed to be large enough. Actually, in a sensor 
network where every node transmits towards the sink, the aggregated bandwidth 
requirement can be surprisingly high. Even in a simple chain topology, if the link raw 
bandwidth is B, the allowed source rate is only 1/3 B as shown in Fig. 1.1, because the 
transmission of the source node is conflictive with that of its next hop and next next hop. 
It could be worse in a complicated network topology. If the required bandwidth is higher 
than link capacity, there won’t be a guaranteed end-to-end throughput, nor end-to-end 




Fig.1.1 In this simple chain topology, link bandwidth B needs to be three times 






In most previous work on energy efficient routing, routing decisions are made to 
optimize the energy aspect and tend to ignore the bandwidth limitation. In the following 
example given in Fig. I.2(a), a maximum lifetime routing algorithm would choose any of 
the routing topologies shown in Fig. I.2(b), (c) and (d) because they all lead to the same 
lifetime. However, (b) and (c) demand much higher bandwidth than (d). Suppose that 
there exists an optimal MAC layer solution that requires the minimum bandwidth to 
support a given routing. If the source is generating 3 units of data per second, (b) requires 
a bandwidth of 7 units per second by the optimal solution (and 9 units per second by our 
condition in Section 3); (c) requires 9 units per second by the optimal solution (and 9 
units per second by our condition); and (d) only requires 4.5 units per second by the 




Fig.1.2 For the network shown in (a), the three routing options (b), (c) and (d) 





Yet in a slightly different scenario shown in Fig. I.3, the solution that provides the 
longest lifetime is actually the worst in terms of bandwidth requirement. A shortest path 
routing algorithm would choose (b) for the purpose of maximizing lifetime, but the 




Fig.1.3 For the network shown in (a), both (b) and (c) use shortest paths routing; 
(b) is optimal in terms of lifetime, but is the worst in terms of bandwidth; (c) is the best in 
terms of bandwidth, but is suboptimal in terms of lifetime. 
 
 
From the above two examples, we observed that for a randomly deployed network, 
usually the one that is likely to be used as a relay node is at the core of the network (if 
everyone choose what is best for itself selfishly), which unfortunately is also the most 
highly interfered area due to the broadcast nature of wireless transmissions. Sending a lot 
of data to the core is likely to congest the network, so it is desirable to detour the traffic 
before it is congested. However, it is difficult to enforce a generic policy on how traffic 
should be routed, and sending every packet along the outlier is not the solution either. 
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This work provides a solution that decides not only the routing topology but also the 
actual data rate on each link, rather than a generic policy. Link rates are computed by 
solving an optimization problem that has included both energy and bandwidth constraints. 
The above observations lead us to a puzzle: for an arbitrary network topology, 
what condition(s) should hold in order to ensure all data generated by sources can be put 
through, with each source generating data at a fixed rate? In this article, we elaborate on 
the necessary and sufficient conditions on the link bandwidth, and use the bandwidth 
constraint to decide the actual amount data each node can send, which provides a basis 
for sensor network lifetime analysis. The major contribution of this work is that we 
formulated the energy and bandwidth-constrained routing problem as a multi-constraint 
optimization problem and provided efficient heuristic solutions to it. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly surveys previous 
work related to transmission scheduling and energy efficient routing; Section 3 formally 
describes the energy-bandwidth constrained routing problem and provides a 
mathematical model for the problem; Section 4 presents two heuristics for joint 
optimization of energy and bandwidth; Section 5 provides numerical simulation results 
that show the comparison of algorithms in terms of throughput performance and how 
joint optimization solves lifetime problem differently; Section 6 concludes the article 







2. RELATED WORK 
The most related work includes one paper from our previous work on edge 
coloring for transmission scheduling [1] and one paper by Lall et al. [2]. In [1], we 
precisely depicted the conflict relation among transmissions with each color 
corresponding to one time slot at MAC layer. It guarantees conflict-free time slot 
assignment if each edge carries the same load. However, edge coloring by itself is NP-
complete, and it assigns one color to each edge which implies it works best for uniform 
traffic load. Link rate allocation in this article is an extension from color assignment, but 
it works well for arbitrary traffic load because the number of time slots each edge gets is 
proportional to the traffic load on the edge; and furthermore, we consider nodes’ energy 
constraint for link rate allocation. In [2], the authors proposed a distributed algorithm to 
compute link rates with an objective of maximizing the network lifetime. The major 
contribution is on the distributed implementation of the optimization algorithm. However, 
like most previous work on energy efficient routing in sensor networks, bandwidth is not 
taken into consideration. Similar work along this line includes [3]–[11] and many others. 
In [3], the proposed routing algorithms select the routes and the corresponding 
power levels such that the network lifetime is maximized. In [4], the routing problem is 
formulated as a linear programming problem, where the objective is to maximize the 
network lifetime, which is equivalent to the time until the network partition due to battery 
outage. Packet aggregation techniques were proposed to further reduce the energy 
consumption rate [5], [6], [8]. In [7], it was proposed to deploy a network clustering 
scheme and assign a less-energy constrained gateway node to act as a centralized network 
manager to further improve the energy efficiency and maximize network lifetime. Cui et 
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al. further considered energy-efficient routing, scheduling, and link adaptation strategies 
together to maximize the network lifetime in [9], but the authors did not explicitly 
consider the bandwidth constraint in an arbitrary topology as we do. How to arrange the 
location of base-stations for WSN and select relay paths to maximize the network 





















3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
3.1 Problem Definition 
Assume that in a sensor network of n nodes, each wireless link has raw capacity B 
(bits per second), and each node i has initial battery energy Ei (J). Each node i generates 
sensory data at a rate of Ri bits per second (Ri > 0 if node i is a source, Ri = 0 if it is a 
pure relay node, and Ri < 0 if it is a sink). Assume that nodes consume energy on 
transmitting, receiving and sensing (i.e., generating sensory data), and their energy 
consumption rates are Pt, Pr, and Ps J per bit respectively. Further assume Pt, Pr and Ps are 
constants in this paper. 
The energy-bandwidth constrained maximum lifetime routing problem can be 
formally stated as follows: Suppose that sources are preselected and each node i’s rate Ri 
is known, but the transmission rate from node i to node j is unknown. Let T be the total 
network lifetime. The rate allocation problem is to compute the data rate Rij on each link 
(i, j), given each node i’s Ei, Ri and link capacity B, such that the total network lifetime T 
is maximized and the rate allocation can be accommodated by wireless link capacity and 
energy reserve. 
3.2 Multi-Constraint Optimization Problem 
Since every node uses the same transmission power, therefore, links are all 
symmetric. We define N i as the neighboring nodes of i excluding i itself. To maximize 







   
0,if otherwise  
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Thus fi = 1 if node i is a receiver. Thus we can formulate the rate allocation 
problem as the following. 
 
 
Table 1. Mathematical Model for Multi-Constraint Optimization Problem 
Minimize: 1/T                                                                                                                    (1) 
Subject To: 






                                                     i (2a) 
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                i (2c) 
 0 ijR B                   ,i j  (2d) 
  0,1if                i (2e) 
 
 
In this formulation, the sensing nodes have source rates Ri > 0, the sink nodes 
have Ri < 0, and the pure relay nodes have Ri = 0. Equality (2a) indicates that data rates 
Rij satisfy flow conservation at each node. Inequality (2b) is the energy constraint, and 
inequality (2c) defines the bandwidth constraint. 
In wireless communication, the capacity constraint is different from that in a flow 
network, where each link (u, v) has a fixed link capacity c(u, v) and flow f(u, v) ≤ c(u, v) 
must be satisfied on each individual link. In wireless communications, because of the 
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broadcast nature of transmission, the capacity constraint needs to be considered on a 
collision domain, rather than on each link separately. In other words, how much can be 
transmitted over one link depends on not only the link raw capacity B, but also the 
amount of data transmitted over other links in the same collision domain. Inequality (2c) 
ensures all transmissions possibly in the same collision domain have a total demand less 
than B, which is a sufficient but not necessary condition for conflict free transmissions—
the sufficient condition guarantees if a TDMA scheme is used at the MAC layer, we can 



















The mathematical model defined by objective (1) and inequalities (2a - 2e) 
considers the bandwidth constraint while optimizing sensor network lifetime, therefore 
the solution to this model contains the optimal solution to the energy-bandwidth 
constrained maximum lifetime routing problem. However, it is not linear because fi is 
also a variable. In the following, we will present two heuristics that both work around the 
nonlinear problem by using information from the shortest paths (in terms of hops) from 
sources to the sink. The shortest paths represent the minimum-energy routing topology if 
data is not aggregated [12]. Heuristic I bears the characteristics of the shortest path 
routing, and Heuristic II bears the characteristics of the mathematical-programming based 
optimal solution, but they both include bandwidth constraints for consideration. 
4.1 Heuristic I : Scalable Rate Allocation on Shortest Paths 
The first heuristic starts from the shortest paths from sources to the sink, but the 
rate on each link is determined by the available bandwidth. 
 
 
Table 2. Heuristic I: Scalable Rate Allocation on Shortest Paths 
1) Compute the shortest path from each source node to the sink 
2) Assume source rate is one unit, check against condition (2c) for each node, and find 
the most bandwidth-contentious node i. Let LHS=required bandwidth of node i’s 
collision domain. Then compute the scale factor  :  = B/LHS. Set f =min{a/2, Ri} 
3) Push out f amount of flow from each source to the sink then update the remaining 
input flow Ri
’




Table 2. Heuristic I: Scalable Rate Allocation on Shortest Paths (Continue) 
4) Repeat (5)-(7) until we push through Ri
’
 for each source i or the network is fully 
saturated 
5) Find the shortest paths for nodes with Ri
’
>0 based on the current available nodes and 
links. Nodes that are saturated on (2c) and their neighbors are not eligible for 
replaying. In case of a tie, give higher priority to nodes with more remaining energy; 
if there is still a tie, give higher priority to nodes with smaller degree 
6) Decide the scale factor   in a similar manner as in step (2). If pushing min{  , Ri
’
} 
units does not decrease lifetime, then set f =min{  , Ri
’
}, otherwise, set 
f =min{  /2, Ri
’
} 
7) Push out f amount of flow from each source with Ri
’





- f  
 
 
In steps 2) and 6), this algorithm uses  /2 when computing f for the purpose of 
load balancing, which makes the network last longer. A simplified version is to use a 
instead of  /2 when we compute f . It runs faster but provides shorter lifetime. 
4.2  Heuristic II: Optimizing Lifetime With Bandwidth Constraint 
Since the mathematical model defined in (1) and (2a- 2e) has an objective of 
maximizing lifetime, if we can convert it to a linear program in a controlled manner, it is 
likely to produce a close-to-optimal solution in terms of lifetime. The following describes 




It can be observed from the algorithm description and also from the simulation 
results that if the link bandwidth is abundant, Heuristic II finds the optimal solution for 
maximum lifetime exactly the same way as MaxLife does in [2]; However, when the 
bandwidth becomes a limiting factor, Heuristic II can still find feasible routing solutions 
up to certain point while MaxLife cannot. 
 
 
Table 3. Heuristic II: Optimizing Lifetime With Bandwidth Constraint 







 ; if (2c) is satisfied i , return link rate ijR for all (i,j), otherwise, go to 
line 2 
2) Compute the shortest path from source nodes to the sink 






 and fi=0, 
update fi=1 
4) Repeat line 3 until there is no update for fi (converged) or the linear program becomes 
infeasible 
5) If it converges, output link rate ijR  for all links (i,j) 






  set fi=0 and Rji=0, ij N  as input, 





Heuristic II will either terminate with a valid solution or become infeasible. There 
won’t be endless iterations in line 4. In most of the simulations, it requires solving the 
linear program two to four times to get a suboptimal solution. If it does become infeasible, 























In the following simulation study, we use the same energy consumption model as 
in [2] -- assume that energy consumption is mainly due to transmitting; receiving and 
sensing consume very small amount of energy and therefore are ignored. But it is worth 
mentioning that our mathematical model can handle none-zero Ps and Pr as shown in 
inequality (2b). 
In the simulation study, we investigate how the bandwidth constraint can change 
the routing decision and eventually affect the lifetime of the sensor network. First, we 
compare the existing algorithms with our two heuristics and observe which algorithm is 
more likely to cause network congestion and fail to push through the applied load. In a 
network of 50 nodes with node positions randomly chosen, we randomly select 4 source 
nodes and apply increasing source rate on them. We ran the optimal solution for 
maximizing lifetime from [2](labeled as MaxLife), shortest path routing(labeled as SPR), 
and Heuristic I and Heuristic II proposed in this paper. We found that when each source 
node’s data rate Ri is increased to 12% ∼  13% of the given link bandwidth, MaxLife 
starts to congest, i.e., some collision domain requires more bandwidth than what is 
available, and SPR starts to congest when it is increased to 15%. Heuristic I can push 
through without congestion when the load is increased to 18% and Heuristic II can 
support as much as 16%. The vertical lines in Fig.1.4.(a) and (b) indicate after this point, 
increased data rate cannot be put through. 
In the second simulation, we compare four algorithms on their contribution 
toward lifetime. As shown in Fig 1.5, when there is enough bandwidth, MaxLife does not 
have bandwidth violations and achieves the optimal solution; Heuristic II achieves the 
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same optimal solution; but when bandwidth does pose a constraint, Heuristic II can still 
push through 33% more data than MaxLife, and Heuristic I can push though 50% more 
data than MaxLife. Heuristic II achieves the best performance on lifetime and second best 
on throughput; heuristic I achieves the best performance on throughput, which is 




Fig.1.4 (a) The average ratio of required bandwidth/offered bandwidth; (b)the 



























This article provides a generic mathematical model for the optimal routing 
problem in an energy and bandwidth-constrained sensor network. Using the sole 
constraint of energy sometimes leads to unrealistic solutions that cannot be 
accommodated by the link capacity. This work elaborated on the sufficient condition that 
a given traffic load can be put through a given network and jointly optimized on both 
energy use and bandwidth allocation. The solution provides not only the routing topology 
but also the amount of data flow that should be routed to each path. The joint 
optimization guarantees that there exists a conflict-free time slot assignment to support 
the given routing solution. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that 
explicitly considers bandwidth constraint in solving an maximum lifetime routing 
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ABSTRACT. In sensor networks, both energy and bandwidth are scarce resources. In the 
past, many energy efficient routing algorithms have been devised in order to maximize 
network lifetime, in which wireless link bandwidth has been optimistically assumed to be 
sufficient. This article shows that ignoring the bandwidth constraint can lead to infeasible 
routing solutions. As energy constraint affects how data should be routed, link bandwidth 
also affects not only the routing topology but also the allowed data rate on each link. In 
this paper, we discuss the sufficient condition on link bandwidth that makes a routing 
solution feasible, then provide mathematical optimization models to tackle both energy 
and bandwidth constraints. We first present a basic mathematical model to address using 
uniform transmission power for routing without data aggregation, and then extend it to 
handle non-uniform transmission power, and then routing with data aggregation. We 
propose two efficient heuristics to compute the routing topology and link data rate. 
Simulation results show that these heuristics provide more feasible routing solutions than 








Wireless sensor networks are resource scarce, which is manifested in both energy 
and link bandwidth, as well as computing power etc. While it has been widely accepted 
that energy constraint limits the total amount of data being transmitted, and plays an 
important role for sensor network lifetime, bandwidth constraint has long being ignored. 
In previous work related to energy efficient routing and data aggregation [1]–[10], 
wireless link bandwidth is often optimistically assumed to be large enough. Actually, in a 
sensor network where every node transmits towards the sink, the aggregated bandwidth 
requirement can be surprisingly high. Even for a single path with three or more hops 
between a source and a sink, if the link bandwidth is B, the allowed source rate is only 
1/3 B, because the transmission of the source node is conflictive with that of the next two 
hops. It could be worse in a complicated network topology. If the total required data rate 
is higher than the link bandwidth on any particular link, the source rate cannot be 
supported, and network congestion is doomed.  
In most previous work on energy efficient routing, routing decisions are made to 
optimize the energy aspect and tend to ignore the bandwidth limitation. For the network 
shown in Fig.2.1(a), a maximum lifetime routing algorithm would choose any of the 
routing topologies shown in Fig.2.1(b),(c) and (d) because they all lead to the same 
lifetime. However, (b) and (c) demand much higher bandwidth than (d). Suppose that 
there exists an optimal MAC layer solution that requires the minimum bandwidth to 
support a given routing. If the source is generating 3 units of data per second, (b) requires 
a bandwidth of 6 units per second by the optimal solution (and 9 units per second by our 
sufficient condition defined in Section 2); (c) requires 9 units per second by the optimal 
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solution (and 9 units per second by our sufficient condition); and (d) only requires 4.5 
units per second by the optimal solution (and 4.5 units per second by our sufficient 
condition). In a slightly different scenario shown in Fig.2.2, the solution that provides the 
longest lifetime is actually the worst in terms of bandwidth requirement. A shortest path 
routing algorithm would choose (b) to maximize lifetime, but the required bandwidth 




Fig.2.1 For the network shown in (a), nodes within each other’s transmission 
range are connected with a line. The three routing options (b), (c) and (d) lead to the same 
lifetime, but (b) and (c) demand higher bandwidth than (d) 
 
 
From the two examples above, we observed that for a randomly deployed network, 
usually the one that is likely to be used as a relay node is at the core of the network (if 
everyone chooses what is best for itself selfishly), which unfortunately is also the most 
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interfered area due to the broadcast nature of wireless transmissions. Sending a lot of data 
to the core is likely to congest the network, but sending every packet along the outlier is 




Fig.2.2 For the network shown in (a), both (b) and (c) use shortest paths routing, 
(b) is optimal in terms of lifetime, but is the worst in terms of bandwidth, (c) is the best in 
terms of bandwidth, but is suboptimal in terms of lifetime 
 
 
What should be the maximum lifetime routing solution that is feasible with link 
bandwidth constraint? Apparently there is no generic policy such as shortest path routing 
or minimum energy routing that can lead to the maximum lifetime and be accommodated 
by the link bandwidth. To answer this question, we first consider for an arbitrary network 
topology, what condition should hold in order to ensure all source data can be put through, 
with each source generating data at a given rate. In this article, we discuss the sufficient 
condition on the link bandwidth, and use the bandwidth constraint to decide not only the 
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routing topology but also the actual data rate on each link. The routing topology and link 
data rate are computed by solving an optimization problem that includes both energy and 
bandwidth constraints. 
The major contributions of this work are that we formulated the energy and 
bandwidth-constrained routing problem as a multi-constraint optimization problem and 
provided efficient heuristic solutions to it. In addition, a companion time slot assignment 
algorithm is proposed to support the resulting routing solution at the MAC layer. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the sufficient 
conditions on link bandwidth; Section 3 formally describes the energy-bandwidth 
constrained routing problem and provides a mathematical model for the problem; Section 
4 presents two heuristics for joint optimization of energy and bandwidth; Section 3-E 
addresses how to use the mathematical model to address in-network data aggregation; 
Section 5 provides numerical simulation results that show the comparison of algorithms 
in terms of throughput and lifetime; Section 6 briefly surveys the related work, followed 











2. A SUFFICIENT CONDTITION FOR COLLISION-FREE  
COMMUNICATION 
Let Rij denote the data rate from node i to node j. Assume that the MAC layer 
uses an efficient TDMA scheme in which the number of time slots assigned to link (i, j) 
is proportional to Rij. For any node i’s reception to be successful, the TDMA schedule 
must satisfy that (1) when node i is receiving, it cannot be sending, and (2) when node i is 
receiving from j, none of its neighbors except j should be sending. Let Ni denote the 
neighbors of node i, and B the wireless link bandwidth. These two necessary conditions 
can be written as: 
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   
However, these two are only necessary but not sufficient conditions, i.e., 
satisfying these two conditions does not guarantee that conflicting transmissions can 
always be assigned to different slots. In this paper, we prove that the sufficient condition 
to guarantee a global collision-free schedule is:
i i j
ij i jk
j N j N k N
R f R B
  
    , i (Sufficient), 
where fi = 1 if node i is a receiver, and fi = 0 otherwise. The proof of the sufficient 
condition is included in the Appendix. 
The sufficient condition may require more bandwidth than necessary, but if this 
condition is satisfied at each node, it guarantees that a conflict-free time slot assignment 
can be found, which provides guaranteed data rate for each node. If each node injects 
data into the network at a rate below the guaranteed source rate, the network will be 
congestion-free. Moreover, since every node transmits at its scheduled time slot, there 
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will be predictable delay at each hop, and hence bounded delay from the source to the 
sink. In the following sections, we base our discussion on the sufficient condition only. 
 
 
3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
3.1. Problem Definition 
We assume that in a sensor network of n nodes, wireless link capacity is B (bits 
per second), and each node has initial battery energy Ei (J). Each node i generates sensory 
data at a rate of Ri bits per second (Ri > 0 if node i is a source, Ri = 0 if it is a pure relay 
node, and Ri < 0 if it is a sink). We assume that nodes consume energy on transmitting, 
receiving and sensing (i.e., generating sensory data), and their energy consumption rates 
are Pt, Pr, and Ps J per bit respectively. We further assume that Pr and Ps are constants, but 
Pt is handled differently in the two models: in the uniform model, each node transmits at 
the same power level Pt; in the non-uniform model, each node can transmit at different 
power level from others but the transmission power used by node i is still fixed, denoted 
by Pti. 
The energy-bandwidth constrained maximum lifetime routing problem can be 
formally stated as follows: Suppose that sources are preselected and each node i’s rate Ri 
is known, but the transmission rate from node i to node j is unknown. Let T be the total 
network lifetime. The rate allocation problem is to compute the data rate Rij on each link 
(i, j), given each node i’s Ei, Ri and link capacity B, such that the total network lifetime T 




3.2. With Uniform Transmission Power 
In this model every node uses the same transmission power, therefore links are all 
symmetric. We use Ni to denote the neighbors of i excluding i itself, and fi as an indicator 






 ; 0if  , otherwise 
To maximize lifetime T is equivalent to minimize 1/T. Thus, we can formulate the 
rate allocation problem as follow: 
 
 
Table 1. Mathematical Model for Uniform Transmission Power 
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 0 ijR B                ,i j  (2d) 
  0,1if           i (2e) 
 
In this formulation, equality (2a) indicates that data rates Rij satisfy flow 
conservation at each node; Inequality (2b) is the energy constraint, and inequality (2c) 
defines the bandwidth constraint. In wireless networks, the capacity constraint is different 
from that in a flow network, where each link (u, v) has a fixed link capacity c(u, v) and 
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flow f(u, v)   c(u, v) is the only capacity constraint on each individual link. In wireless 
networks, because of the broadcast nature of transmission, the capacity constraint needs 
to be considered on a collision domain, rather than on each link separately. In other 
words, how much can be transmitted over one link depends on not only the link capacity 
B, but also the amount of data transmitted over other links in its collision domain. 
Inequality (2c) ensures that all links possibly in the same collision domain have a total 
demand less than B— If node i is a sender but not a receiver, it only needs to satisfy that 
the sum of the flow going out of i is bounded by B; If node i is a receiver, it needs to 
satisfy that node i’s sending, receiving and other interfering nodes’ transmission have a 
total demand of at most B; If node i is neither a sender nor a receiver, (2c) is 
automatically satisfied. Inequalities (2d) and (2e) are constraints for the variables. 
3.3. With Non-uniform Transmission Power 
In this model, we assume that each node still uses fixed transmission power, but 
node i can use Pti to transmit and node j can use Ptj to transmit, and it is possible Pti  Ptj . 
The inequality (2b) of the above linear program is modified as in (3a) to reflect the 
individual transmission power. 
With this model, network topology is predetermined, but the links can be 
unsymmetrical. To deal with asymmetrical links, we use N
+
i to denote the neighbors that 
can receive from node i; and N
-
i to denote the neighbors that node i can receive from. 




s i r ji ti ij i
j N
PR PR P R E T

         i (3a) 
i i j
ij i jk
j N j N k N
R f R B
    
           i (3b) 
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3.4. With Double Disk Model 
The models presented in section 3-2 and 3-3 both assume a single disk model, i.e., 
the effective transmission range is the same as the interference range. In reality, the 
interference range is usually larger than the effective transmission range. For example, a 
radio’s transmission range is 500 meters, but the nodes located 800 meters away still are 
interfered by this node’s transmission. Between 500 meters and 800 meters, the signal is 
not strong enough to be decoded, but strong enough to cause interference at others. In this 
section we modify our model to reflect this phenomenon. 
We use the double disk model with the uniform transmission power. In terms of 
energy constraint, the inequality (2b) remains the same, since the transmission range 
remains the same; in terms of the bandwidth constraint, the definition of neighbors is 
changed. We use Ni to denote the nodes that are in the transmission range of node i, NiF 
to denote the nodes that are in the interference range of node i. Since the interference 
range is larger than the transmission range, apparently
Fi i
N N . Since all links are 
symmetrical, if
Fj
i N , then 
Fj




j N j N k N
R f R B
  
           i (4a) 
3.5. Data Aggregation 
Section 3-2--3-4 gives a mathematical formulation for a basic data forwarding 
scheme without data aggregation. In sensor networks, sometimes data aggregation is used 
to reduce the number of transmissions. In this section we show that this model can be 
extended to compute the optimal routing and link rate allocation for data aggregation as 
long as the data aggregation scheme is given. 
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A well known data aggregation scheme is to aggregate data from different sources 
when they arrive at a relay node at a close time-frame. The idea is similar to that used in 
Opportunistic Network Coding [11]. In Fig.2.3, suppose source node i generates data at a 
rate of 5 packets per second, and input link (j, i) has a rate of 3 packets per second, and (k, 
i) has a rate of 2 packets per second, then the output flow of node i has a total rate of 5 
packets per second, because each packet from the low-rate flows can be combined with a 
packet of the high rate flow and get a ―free ride‖. 












Fig.2.3 Opportunistic Data Aggregation. Low rate streams are aggregated into the  









The mathematical model defined by objective (1) and inequalities (2a) - (2e) 
considers the bandwidth constraint while optimizing sensor network lifetime, therefore 
the solution to this model contains the optimal solution to the energy bandwidth 
constrained maximum lifetime routing problem. However, it is not linear because fi is 
also a variable. In the following, we will present two heuristics that both work around the 
nonlinear problem by using information from the shortest paths (in terms of hops) from 
sources to the sink. The shortest paths represent the minimum-energy routing topology if 
data is not aggregated [12]. Heuristic I bears the characteristics of the shortest path 
routing, and Heuristic II bears the characteristics of the mathematical-programming based 
optimal solution, and they both consider bandwidth constraints. 
4.1. Heuristic I: Scalable Rate Allocation on Shortest Paths 
The first heuristic starts from the shortest paths from sources to the sink, but the 
rate on each link is determined by the available bandwidth. 
 
 
Table 2. Heuristic I: Scalable Rate Allocation on Shortest Paths 
1) Compute the shortest path from each source node to the sink 
2) Assume source rate is one unit, check against condition (2c) for each node, and find 
the most bandwidth-contentious node i. Let LHS=required bandwidth of node i’s 
collision domain. Then compute the scale factor  :  = B/LHS. Set f =min{a/2, Ri} 
3) Push out f amount of flow from each source to the sink then update the remaining 
input flow Ri
’




Table 2. Heuristic I: Scalable Rate Allocation on Shortest Paths (Continue) 
4) Repeat (5)-(7) until we push through Ri
’
 for each source i or the network is fully 
saturated 
5) Find the shortest paths for nodes with Ri
’
>0 based on the current available nodes and 
links. Nodes that are saturated on (2c) and their neighbors are not eligible for 
replaying. In case of a tie, give higher priority to nodes with more remaining energy; 
if there is still a tie, give higher priority to nodes with smaller degree 
6) Decide the scale factor   in a similar manner as in step (2). If pushing min{  , Ri
’
} 
units does not decrease lifetime, then set f =min{  , Ri
’
}, otherwise, set 
f =min{  /2, Ri
’
} 
7) Push out f amount of flow from each source with Ri
’















In steps 2) and 6), this algorithm uses a/2 when computing Δ f for the purpose of 
load balancing, which makes the network last longer. A simplified version is to use a 
instead of a/2 when computing Δ f. It finishes faster but leads to shorter lifetime. 
4.2. Heuristic II: Optimizing Lifetime With Bandwidth Constraint 
Since the mathematical model defined in (1) and (2a) - (2e) has an objective of 
maximizing lifetime, if we can convert it to a linear program in a controlled manner; it is 
likely to produce a close-to-optimal solution in terms of lifetime. The following describes 
an algorithm that chooses the likely-to-be relay nodes and set their fi = 1 to make the 
program linear. 
Heuristic II will either terminate with a valid solution or report ―infeasible‖. There 
will not be endless iterations in line 4. If the given source rates Ri are very low, it 
terminates at line 1. In most of the simulations, it requires solving the linear program two 
to four times to get a suboptimal solution. If it does become infeasible, it is likely because 
the given source rates Ri are higher than what the network can support. 











Table 3. Heuristic II: Optimizing Lifetime With Bandwidth Constraint 







 ; if (2c) is satisfied i , return link rate ijR for all (i,j), otherwise, go to 
line 2 
2) Compute the shortest path from source nodes to the sink 






 and fi=0, 
update fi=1 
4) Repeat line 3 until there is no update for fi (converged) or the linear program becomes 
infeasible 
5) If it converges, output link rate ijR  for all links (i,j) 






  set fi=0 and Rji=0, ij N  as input, 














5.1. With Uniform Transmission Power 
In the simulation study, we investigate how the bandwidth constraint can change 
the routing decision and eventually affect the lifetime of the sensor network. First, we 
compare the existing algorithms with the proposed heuristics and observe which 
algorithm is more likely to cause network congestion and fail to push through the applied 
load. 
Nodes are randomly deployed in a 100 × 100 square region, and transmission 
range is set to 30. In the first simulation (Fig.2.6(a) and (c), we use 50 nodes in total. We 
randomly select 4 source nodes and apply increasing source rate on them. Source rate is 
set to be a percentage of link bandwidth. The proposed schemes Heuristic I and II are 
compared with MaxLife from [1], and shortest path routing (labeled as SPR). The reason 
we choose MaxLife is because it computes the maximum lifetime without considering 
bandwidth constraint. When there is enough bandwidth, MaxLife represents the optimal 
solution. SPR uses the shortest paths from sources to the sink, with link weight 
representing the transmission power of the node. In the uniform transmission power setup, 
each link has weight 1. 
We found that when each source node’s data rate Ri is increased to 12% ∼  13% 
of the given link bandwidth, MaxLife starts to congest, i.e., some collision domain 
requires more bandwidth than what is available, and SPR starts to congest when it is 
increased to 15%. Heuristic I can push through without congestion until the load is 
increased to 18% and Heuristic II can support as much as 16%. The vertical lines in 
Fig.2.6(a) and (c) indicate after this point, increased data rate cannot be put through.  
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Fig.2.6(a) shows the average ratio of the required bandwidth in each collision 
domain to the offered bandwidth. The lower the average is, the more bandwidth efficient 
of the scheme will be. Fig.2.6(c) shows the maximum ratio. A scheme stops working 
when the maximum ratio reaches 1. We can get the maximum throughput of the network 
at the stop point. 
Fig.2.6(a) shows which scheme is more bandwidth efficient from a different angle. 
If a routing scheme violates the necessary condition, there is absolutely no way to push 
through the applied traffic load; when it violates the sufficient condition, there is no 





Fig.2.5 Percentage of nodes violating necessary and sufficient conditions.  





In the second simulation (Fig.2.6 (b) and (d), we show the results with 100 nodes 
and 10 source nodes. The four algorithms show similar behavior as in the first simulation, 
except that per node throughput is lower because there are more source nodes. The total 





Fig.2.6 (a)-(b) The average ratio of required bandwidth/offered bandwidth; c(c)-(d) 
The maximum ratio of required bandwidth/offered bandwidth. (a) and (c) for 50 nodes, (b) 





In Fig.2.7 we compare four algorithms on their contribution toward lifetime. The 
results show when there is enough bandwidth, MaxLife does not have bandwidth 
violations and achieves the optimal solution, and Heuristic II achieves the same optimal 
solution; However when bandwidth does pose a constraint, Heuristic II can still push 
through 33% more data than MaxLife, and Heuristic I can push through 50% more data 
than MaxLife. Heuristic II achieves the best performance on lifetime and second best on 
throughput; Heuristic I achieves the best performance on throughput, which is consistent 
with our observation from Fig.2.6. Networks with 100 nodes can achieve longer lifetime 




Fig.2.7 Normalized lifetime for data forwarding without aggregation, assuming 








5.2. Non-uniform Transmission Power 
In this simulation, transmission range is randomly selected between 25-35. With 
asymmetrical edges, the performance comparison of the four algorithms in Fig.2.8 is 
consistent with the uniform power case in Fig.2.6. Network lifetime is reduced because 
the disparity in energy consumption is severe. Since the non-uniform power distribution 
is captured in the optimization model given in section 3-C, as a result, Heuristic II shows 




Fig.2.8 With non-uniform transmission power, (a) the average ratio of required 










5.3. With Double Disk Model 
In this simulation, we choose transmission range 30, interference range 1.7 × 
transmission range, with everything else the same as in section 5-A. Fig.II.9(a)-(c) show 
the throughput performance. With a larger interference range, there is less chance for 
spatial reuse of channel, therefore the network throughput is less, but the lifetime is 





Fig.2.9 With double disk model, (a) percentage of nodes violating necessary and 
sufficient conditions; (b) the average ratio of required bandwidth/offered bandwidth; (c) 
the maximum ratio of required bandwidth/offered bandwidth; (d) normalized lifetime. 
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5.4. Data Aggregation 
In this simulation, we test how much improvement we can achieve through 
mathematical optimization on a chosen data aggregation method. Using the opportunistic 
aggregation method outlined in section 3-E, we compare our solution with the shortest 
path tree and the minimum spanning tree, and the results show dramatic improvement on 
network lifetime as shown in Fig.2.10. LP-SPT results from applying Heuristic II using 
an initial shortest path tree at step 2, and LP-MST results from applying Heuristic II using 
an initial minimum spanning tree at step 2. SPT and MST are fixed-route aggregation on 
the shortest path tree and the minimum spanning tree respectively. 
Fig.2.10(a) shows that LP-SPT and LP-MST can push data through until source 
rate is 20% of link bandwidth, while SPT and MST stop working (due to congestion) 
when source rates are 15% and 17% of link bandwidth respectively. This indicates a 
throughput gain of 33% over SPT and 17% over MST. 
In Fig.2.10(b), we use networks of different sizes to show the maximum network 
throughput. Each source sends at a rate 0.01Ri 10 with link bandwidth=10, and we try 
to maximize Ri. Our observation is consistent with that in Fig.II.10 (a) — LP-MST and 






Fig.2.10 Opportunistic aggregation for data forwarding, assuming sending one 



















6. RELATED WORK 
The most related work includes our previous work on edge coloring for 
transmission scheduling [13], maximum lifetime routing [1], and throughput optimization 
[14]. In [13], we precisely depicted the conflict relation among transmissions with each 
color corresponding to one time slot at the MAC layer. It guarantees conflict-free time 
slot assignment if each edge carries the same load. However, edge coloring by itself is 
NP-complete, and it assigns one color to each edge which implies that it works best for 
uniform traffic load. Link rate allocation in this article is an extension from color 
assignment, and it works well for arbitrary traffic load because the number of time slots 
that each edge gets is proportional to the traffic load on the edge; Furthermore, we 
consider nodes’ energy constraint for link rate allocation. In [14], a linear programming 
model is used to optimize system throughput subject to the fairness constraint. In this 
paper, energy is not considered as a constraint, and a network flow model is used that 
characterizes the capacity constraint: f(e)   c(e) on a link e, instead of using the accurate 
capacity constraint on a collision domain as discussed in this paper. An earlier work [15] 
also falls in this category and only considers a very simple interference model: when a 
node sends, it cannot receive. In [1], the authors proposed a distributed algorithm to 
compute link rates with an objective of maximizing the network lifetime. The major 
contribution is on the distributed implementation of the optimization algorithm. However, 
like most previous work on energy efficient routing in sensor networks, bandwidth is not 




In [2], the proposed routing algorithms select the routes and the corresponding 
power levels such that the network lifetime is maximized. In [3], the routing problem is 
formulated as a linear programming problem, where the objective is to maximize the 
network lifetime, which is equivalent to the time until the network partition due to battery 
outage. Packet aggregation techniques were proposed to further reduce the energy 
consumption rate [4], [5], [7]. In [6], it was proposed to deploy a network clustering 
scheme and assign a less-energy constrained gateway node to act as a centralized network 
manager to further improve the energy efficiency and maximize network lifetime. Cui et 
al. further considered energy-efficient routing, scheduling, and link adaptation strategies 
together to maximize the network lifetime in [8], but the authors did not explicitly 
consider the bandwidth constraint in an arbitrary topology as we do. How to arrange the 
location of base stations for WSN and select relay paths to maximize the network lifetime 
was discussed in [9], [10]. 
Along the direction of cross-layer design and optimization, we found [8], [16]–[21] 
and many others. Optimization problems in multi-hop wireless networks are naturally 
cross-layer problems ( [16], [17]). It involves PHY layer coding, modulation and error 
control, MAC/link layer resource (both bandwidth and power) management, network 
layer routing, and transport layer flow and congestion control. Many of the related work 
in cross-layer design focused on how to minimize energy consumption under various 
constraints [8], [18]–[20]. Reference [18] proposed to adjust the transmission powers of 
nodes in a multi-hop wireless network to create a desired topology, aimed to minimize 
power used while maintaining network connectivity. Cruz and Santhanam studied the 
problem of joint routing, link scheduling and power control to support high data rates for 
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broadband wireless multi-hop networks in [19]. The main objective is still to minimize 
the total average transmission power. Since most cross-layer optimization problems are 
too complex to solve, distributed algorithms with suboptimal (and potentially distributed) 
scheduling component were studied in [16], [20]. 
Although this paper aims to provide maximum lifetime routing under energy and 
bandwidth constraints, the resulting solution naturally satisfies guaranteed data rate for 
each source and hence guaranteed fairness. Previous works ( [21]–[23]) addressed the 
fairness issue through different mechanisms, such as packet scheduling, distributed layer-
2 fairness solution (by modifying the contention and back-off mechanisms of CSMA/CA), 
















7. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 
This article has provided a generic mathematical model for the maximum lifetime 
routing problem in energy and bandwidth-constrained sensor networks. Using the sole 
energy constraint sometimes leads to unrealistic solutions that cannot be accommodated 
by the link capacity. In this paper we have provided a sufficient condition that a given 
traffic load can be put through a given network and jointly considered energy and 
bandwidth constraints for routing and link rate allocation. Joint optimization guarantees 
that there exists a conflict-free time slot assignment to support the given routing solution. 
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that explicitly considers bandwidth 
constraint in solving a maximum lifetime routing problem in sensor networks. The basic 
mathematical optimization model can be easily extended to address heterogeneous sensor 
networks where nodes have different initial energy or different transmission power levels, 
and to work with various data aggregation schemes. 
The proposed heuristics are centralized. To apply mathematical optimization on 
large scale sensor networks, hierarchical scheme can be used, such as to divide the 
network into areas or clusters, and then apply the algorithms within the area or cluster. 
This will compromise the global optimality, but the solution is still better than the pure 
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APPENDIX: PROOF OF THE SUFFICIENT CONDITION 
To prove that the condition in Section II is sufficient for collision free 
communication, we first introduce a time slot assignment algorithm. The algorithm 
requires that input link rates satisfy the sufficient condition and outputs a conflict-free 
schedule. 
A. A Slot Assignment Algorithm 
 
 
Table 4. Slot Assignment Algorithm 
SlotAssignment(G(V,E),R) 
1) Scale the link rates Rij to integers and scale B proportionally; Let slot size 1  . 
2) Find the most bandwidth-contentious node v according to the sufficient condition, 
and compute the required bandwidth Bv at node v’s collision domain: 
 arg max
i i j
i V ij i jk
j N j N k N






   ; and  
 
v v j
v vj v jk
j N j N k N
B R f R
  
     
3) Let frame size F=Bv. Number the slots from 1 to F 
4) Create a table of 2F associated with each node’s sending and receiving schedules, 
use S row for sending and R row for receiving. 
5) Let L= V. Repeat the following until L =  : 
(a) Randomly pick a node i from L; 




Table 4. Slot Assignment Algorithm (Continue) 
(c) smallest available slot. A slot is available if it is available in both the S row of 
table[i] and the R row of table[j]; Mark those slots unavailable in the S row of 
table[j]; For each k Nj, if k  i, mark those slots unavailable in the S row of 
table[k]; 
(d) Mark those slots unavailable in the R row of table[i]; 
(e) For each node j Ni, mark those slots unavailable in the R row of table[j], if 
they are not previously assigned; 
(f) Remove i from L 
6) Update frame size F to be the largest slot number used. 
 
 
In Fig.2.11, the sufficient condition requires F=14 slots, but actually it only needs 
12 slots by allowing the transmissions on (k, w) and (j, u) to occur at the same time. The 
sloppiness in the sufficient condition guarantees no matter whether there is a link 
between (j, w) or not, there are always enough slots to use regardless of the order that 
nodes are picked. This property makes it easy to implement the algorithm in a localized 






Fig.2.11 A walk-through example for the SlotAssignment algorithm. Suppose Rvi 
= Rij = Rju = 4, Rkw = 6, so node j is the most bandwidth-contentious node; frame size 
F=14 slots; the order that nodes are randomly picked at step 6 is i, j, k, v. 
 
 
Lemma 1: The SlotAssignment algorithm generates a collision-free schedule. 
Proof: Lemma 1 has two folds: 
1) There are always sufficient number of slots to use, i.e., at step 5(b), the number of 
available slots ≥ the number of slots needed for any node i being considered, and 
2) The resulting schedule is collision-free. 
The second statement is obvious because all conflicting transmissions are 
scheduled at different time— when i is sending to j, j is not sending, and other neighbors 
of j are not sending, so there is no collision at j according to step 5(b); i is not receiving 
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according to 5(c) so there is no collision at i; other neighbors of i are not receiving 
according to 5(d) so there is no collision at i’s neighbors. 
The first statement is proved as follows. Let N1 be the total number of slots that 






  , and 
let N2 be the number of slots that are still available for sending at this time. 
Case (1), when i is not a receiver (fi = 0): the only reason that i’s S row is marked 
unavailable is when a neighbor l is receiving from another node k (Fig.2.12(a)). Let C = 
{(k, l)} be the maximum set of such conflicting transmissions, so the total unavailable 






 . Similarly, for each receiver node j of i, the only reason that 
the R row of j is marked unavailable is because j’s neighbor u is transmitting. 
Transmissions on (k, l) and (u, v), if not conflicting with each other, can be arranged at 
the same slot. Therefore, as long as the sufficient condition holds at node l with fl = 1 and 






  . 
Therefore, N2   N1 is held. 






  additional slots marked unavailable in the S row of i, according to step 5(b); 
others remain unchanged. As long as the sufficient condition holds at node i with fi = 1, 






   . Therefore N2  N1 
is held. Because during the iteration in step 5, max
i i j
i ij i jk
j N j N k N





    so N2 is 
sufficient for any node i. 
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Next we will see that even though the sloppiness of the sufficient condition 
requires more slots than necessary, the SlotAssignment algorithm itself does not prevent 




Fig.2.12 (a) with fi = 0; (b) with fi = 1 
 
 
Lemma 2: The SlotAssignment algorithm can completely avoid the exposed terminal 
problem. 
Proof: In Fig.2.13, if node B is picked first by the algorithm to use the first slot, 
transmission on (C, D) can still use the first slot because B’s transmission in slot 1 only 
marked the R row of node C unavailable, the S row is still available. If node C is picked 






Fig.2.13 The SlotAssignment algorithm would allow C → D and B → A to occur 
at the same time. 
 
 
Theorem 1: The following condition is sufficient to have a TDMA schedule that 
completely avoids collision and the exposed terminal problem in a multi-hop wireless 
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R f R B
  
     
Proof: By constructive proof, using the SlotAssignment algorithm described above, we 
can always find a TDMA schedule that is collision-free (by Lemma 1) and completely 
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ABSTRACT. In multi-hop wireless networks, end-to-end throughput is often hard to 
predict and is even harder to optimize due to the effect of interference. To date there is no 
precise result other than asymptotic bounds for this question: if there is no routing 
information given, what is the maximum throughput of a network using uncoordinated 
transmission such as IEEE 802.11 MAC? This paper attempts to address this question for 
a given network with specific traffic demand. In this paper we use a cross-layer design 
scheme to optimize network performance. The paper includes a basic linear programming 
model, from which the routing paths and link data rates are derived, and then an extended 
model to consider links with different loss rates. Using ns2 simulation, we show that our 
joint routing and rate control scheme indeed can predict the maximum throughput and 










 In a communication network, both channel efficiency and user fairness are 
important. Fairness means users or applications are receiving a fair share of system 
resources so that no user with large traffic demand can starve others; Efficiency means 
the network resource is appropriately allocated so that the network has a high throughput. 
In multi-hop wireless networks, what mechanisms can we use to provide users with 
fairness and efficiency? There are different measures for fairness and various metrics for 
throughput. In this paper, we use one of the fairness measures as an example, and try to 
answer this question: how should we allocate channel bandwidth so that the network 
works most efficiently and at the same time guarantees a minimum data rate for all flows? 
To achieve the maximum throughput in wireless multihop networks with uncoordinated 
transmission has been a challenging task. Unlike in the wired networks or one-hop 
wireless networks, the complicated interference from neighboring nodes forbids one flow 
from achieving the full capacity of wireless links. The achievable data rate on one flow 
depends on not only its own link capacity but also other flows that are in the same 
collision domain. 
 Another important question in wireless network design and planning is: given 
user traffic demand, how can we estimate the required bandwidth? Bandwidth 
requirement is hard to estimate compared to wired networks for the same reason. Until 
wireless interference can be accurately modeled and accounted for, we cannot answer 
either question.  
In this paper, we try to capture the convoluted relationship between wireless 
transmissions and find out the impact of interference on achievable user data rate. We 
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cast the problem of providing maximum throughput with guaranteed fairness as a 
mathematical optimization problem. Our approach is cross-layer optimization in the 
sense that the search space for the optimal solution does not only include data rates of 
sources but also complete routes from sources to destinations. Using this integrated 
routing and rate control approach, flows can split or merge at any node, and there is no 
preselected route or routing policy other than to maximize throughput. 
The main contribution of this paper is that we come up with a linear model to 
capture the impact of wireless interference on achievable data rates in multihop wireless 
networks. Based on this linear relation, we present a linear programming model of joint 
routing and rate control to achieve both efficiency and fairness in multihop wireless 
networks. This model can be extended to work around loss links in a heterogeneous 
network to improve throughput performance. The model is not only critical for cross 
layer optimization, but also useful in a classic separate layer scheme— It can be used to 
predict throughput performance, or to control source rate to improve network throughput 
or fairness when routing information is given. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly survey the 
most related work in recent years; in Section 3, we present the formal problem definition 
and then a linear programming based multipath routing and rate control scheme; in 







2. RELATED WORK 
The most related work is network performance modeling and optimization with 
the effect of interference ( [1]–[5]). [1] is based on a simplified protocol model, and [3] 
uses 802.11 interference model. The drawback of this approach is that it used cliques on 
the conflict graph to capture the interference relation among all links, which is an NP 
hard problem by itself. [6] focused on estimation of interference and studied the effect of 
interference on aggregated network throughput based on IEEE 802.11 model. [4] 
proposed a general interference model to estimate the sender and receiver data rates. The 
interference model is a physical model based on measured interference, different from the 
widely used protocol model, which is based on distance between nodes and models 
interference as a binary variable. [5] proposed a network throughput model to optimize 
total throughput and fairness among flows. Different from our work, it only applies rate 
control on flows; traffic demand is limited to one hop traffic, and multihop traffic is first 
converted to one-hop based on given routing information. In contrast, our work does not 
presume any routing information; instead, it uses joint routing and link rate control and 
works for multihop traffic. Our previous work [7] did joint routing and link rate control 
based on a perfectly controlled TDMA scheduling scheme and a different interference 
model. 
The study of throughput modeling of wireless networks started as early as 1987 
( [8]–[10]) for packet radio networks. Since then, many researchers reported their work in 
throughput modeling and optimization. Some deal with exact solutions ( [11], [12]) and 
some deal with asymptotic results without input on traffic and network topology ( [13]–
[15]). To deal with the bandwidth constraint, some scholar extended the capacity 
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constraint of flow networks to wireless networks without considering the interference 
from other links [12], [16]; some attempted to model interference but used global 
information such as cliques on a conflict graph ( [3]). Since to find all cliques in a graph 
is an NP-hard problem, there is no known solution that is both efficient and accurate. All 
this motivated a new interference model. Our interference model uses only local 


























3. MODEL-BASED MULTIPATH ROUTING AND RATE CONTROL 
3.1 Problem Definition 
We assume that in a multi-hop wireless network of n nodes, each source node 
generates data at a rate of Di bits per second. Suppose that the source-destination pairs 
are known. The multipath routing and rate control problem is to compute the routing 
topology and data rate on each link, such that the total network throughput is maximized, 
and the achieved throughput by all source-destination pairs satisfies the required fairness 
requirement. Assume the effective data rate is B after considering protocol overhead (for 
example, RTS-CTS message exchange in 802.11 MAC). 
3.2 The LP Model with Reliable Links 
We first address wireless networks with reliable links, i.e., links with zero loss 
rate. Under this model, the only error condition is collision due to simultaneous 
transmission from conflicting nodes. We will address the loss links in the next section. 
We now consider a wireless network with n nodes. Each node has communication 
range X. If node j is in node i’s communication range, j can successfully receive data 
from i, we say there is a communication link from node i to node j. Since all nodes have 
the same communication range, all links are symmetric and all interference relation are 
mutual. We use Ni to denote the set of nodes in node i’s communication range, excluding 
i itself. 
Now we are ready to present the linear programming model. To capture the 
characteristics of multipath routing, we assume the source data rate Di can be achieved as 
the sum of multiple flows originating at node i. We use f(s, d) to denote the flow from 
source s to destination d, and d(f) denote the destination of flow f, s(f) denote the source 
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of flow f. Let Di be node i’s total data rate in all flows, and Di,f be the rate allocated to 
flow f. Suppose the applied traffic F = {(s, d)} is given, then the set of source nodes are S 
= {s(f)|f ∈ F} and sink nodes D = {d(f)|f ∈ F}. Let Rij be the data rate on link (i, j) 
(from i to j). Apparently Rij = 0 if j is beyond i’s communication range. 
Now we can formulate the rate allocation problem as the following. 
 
 
Table 1. The LP Model with Reliable Links 
Maximize 
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In inequality (2e), H3ij is the group of links {(k, l)} that satisfy: 1   d(j, k)  2, 1 
  d(i, l)   2, d(j, k) + d(i, l)   3, or 1   d(i, k)   2, 1   d(j, l)   2, d(i, k) + d(j, l)   3, 
where k   i, j, and l   i, j, d(u, v) is the number of hops between node u and node v. By 
limiting the sum of hops to 3, this condition can capture all conflicting relation but can 
make the bound tighter than the one that simply includes all links in two hop 
neighborhood. 
In this formulation, equalities (2a-2d) indicate that data rates satisfy flow 
conservation; inequality (2e) defines the bandwidth constraint. In wireless 
communication, the capacity constraint is different from that in a flow network, where 
each link (u, v) has a fixed link capacity c(u, v) and flow(u, v)   c(u, v) is the only 
capacity constraint on each individual link. In wireless communications, because of the 
broadcast nature of transmission, the capacity constraint needs to be considered on a 
collision domain, rather than on each link separately. In other words, how much can be 
transmitted over one link depends not only on the fixed link capacity B, but also the 
amount of data transmitted over other links in its collision domain. Bandwidth constraint 
(2e) considers node’s own transmitting and receiving, as well as the interference it 
receives from nearby transmissions. Using IEEE 802.11 MAC, the collision domain 
includes all links in 2-hop neighborhood. For example, in a chain topology A—B— C—
D, all links (AB), (BC), and (CD) are in one collision domain because they all conflict 
with each other. Inequality (2e) ensures all links possibly in the same collision domain 
have a total demand less than B. In this paper, we also refer inequality (2e) as the 
interference model. Inequality (2g) gives the per-flow fairness guarantee to make sure 
none of the source-destination pair is starving. Finally, inequalities (2h-2i) are the 
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constraints for variables. Note that if node j is beyond the communication range of node i, 
Rij, Rij,f, and rij are all set to be zero. 
Regarding fairness, there are many definitions of fairness. Here we adopt the 
notion of combined measure of fairness and bandwidth efficiency since the objective is to 
maximize network throughput. To provide per-flow fairness, we introduce a guaranteed 
data rate for each flow Dmin. Once the minimum data rate is satisfied, the remaining 
bandwidth is allocated to optimize system throughput. It is different from the well known 
Max-min fairness. However, in order to achieve Max-min fairness, all it takes is to iterate 
our method for multiple times with null objective function until the network is fully 
saturated or all sources are satisfied. In general, our linear programming model can 
combine any fairness measure as long as the fairness relation itself can be presented 
linearly. 
3.3 Remark 
To compute the maximum throughput in a multi-hop wireless network is NP-hard 
([1], [17]). Previous work has used conflict graph to model the pair-wise conflicting 
relationship between links. In the conflict graph, vertices represent wireless links, and an 
edge is created between two vertices if the two corresponding wireless links conflict with 
each other. Then a clique on the conflict graph is used to represent the group of mutually 
conflicting links. Based on the conflict graph, the bandwidth constraint can be presented 




  where j is a link in clique Q and rj is the data rate on link j. This 
approach requires exhaustive search of all cliques. However, to compute all cliques in a 




To overcome the drawback of the clique approach, we use a local condition rather 
than a global condition in inequality (2e), which can be computed in polynomial time. 
This local condition captures all conflicting relation in wireless networks, but does not 
need to go through the pain of computing all cliques. The inequality (2e) is a sufficient 
but not necessary condition. Compared to other polynomial-time solutions, which simply 
include all links within two hops, our solution provides a tighter bound. 
3.4 The LP Model with Lossy Links 
In a network with lossy links, if a link has 50% loss rate, and the bandwidth is B, 
then the maximum receiver data rate through this channel is only 0.5B. We use Tij to 
denote the actual sender data rate, and Rij to denote the receiver data rate at link (i, j). 
Suppose the loss rate of link (i, j) is lij, then Rij = (1-lij)Tij . We modify the model to 
reflect the change as follows. 
 
Table 2. The LP Model with Lossy Links 
Maximize: 
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Table 2. The LP Model with Lossy Links (Continue) 
 (1 )ij ij ijR l T          ( , )link i j (4f) 
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3.5 Routing Path Reconstruction 
By solving the linear programming problem we can get Rij,f, the link rate allocated 
for each flow. From Rij,f, we can reconstruct the routing paths. The following algorithm 
can be used to construct a source-to-destination path. 
 
 
Table 3. Algorithm for Routing Path Reconstruction 
PATHRECONSTRUCTION(G(V,E),R) 
1. for each flow f(s, d) F 
2.  do find the minimum value: fmin = minij{Rij,f  0} 
3.   construct a path p (sd) using links (i, j) with Rij,f   fmin 
4.   update Ds,f = Ds,f - fmin and Rij,f = Rij,f – fmin for each link (i, j) on p 
5.   P = P p, datarate(p) = fmin 






4. MODEL VALIDATION THROUGH SIMULATION 
The linear programming model defined in section III can be used to provide an 
end-to-end throughput estimation as well as to control data rates and routing topology so 
that the system throughput is maximized. We evaluate the model through extensive 
simulations in this section. All simulations are conducted in ns2 simulator, using IEEE 
802.11 MAC. All wireless nodes are equipped with omni-directional antenna with 
communication range 250m and carrier sense range (a.k.a. interference range) 550m. 
Wireless channel bandwidth B’ is 2 Mbps. The effective data rate B = B’/2.27. Constant 
2.27 is due to 802.11 MAC protocol overhead. 
In the following, we present our simulation results in two groups. The first group 
is to find where the optimal operation point occurs in terms of applied traffic load; the 
second group is to show the effectiveness of joint routing and rate control, and how it 
improves network throughput. 
4.1 Prediction On Optimal Operation Point 
The optimal operation point of a network system refers to the applied traffic load 
under which the network achieves the maximum throughput. Through simulation study, 
we show that our model can accurately predict the optimal throughput in a range of 
different network settings. 
First, we study how the transmission from a single flow interferes with itself in a 
multi-hop network (Fig. 3.1). We deploy 5 nodes in a chain topology on a 1500x1500 
square. Nodes are 150m apart. Due to the 550m carrier sense range, all four links are 
conflicting with each other. When source rate increases from 0.02B’ to 0.18B’, we 
observed the throughput increases until source rate Di = 0.11B’ and then stays flat. Using 
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our interference model (inequality 2e), the optimal operation point is D
*
i = B’/2.27/4 = 
0.11B’. This shows in a multi-hop network the optimal throughput is achieved when the 
network is fully saturated. 
Next we extend the one-flow scenario to two flows sharing a path. Two sources 
S1and S2 each generate data at data rate Di. When Di increases from 0.01B’ to 0.15B’, 
we observed that the highest throughput occurred at Di = 0.055B’. Using our interference 
model, the network is fully saturated at D
*
i = 0.055B’. Fig.3.2 shows the network 








Fig. 3.2 Network Throughput for Two Flows 
 
 
4.2 Joint Routing And Rate Control 
We compare our joint routing and rate control scheme with a routing scheme that 
does not consider interference in routing. We use shortest path routing here for 
comparison purpose. Other routing schemes without considering interference will do the 
same. Wireless testbed results from [18] showed minimum hop-count paths usually have 
poor throughput performance. Our simulation verifies the observation and our 
interference model explains why— because shortest path routing tends to select links that 
are shared by many flows. 
We study a 50-node network with random traffic demand. All nodes are randomly 
and uniformly deployed in a 25002500 region. We randomly choose 5 nodes to be 
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sources and 5 nodes to be destinations. All sources have the same data rate Di. When Di 
increases from 0.005B’ to 0.08B’, we observed that shortest path routing reaches a peak 
throughput value 65.6K bytes per second at Di = 0.07B’. Then we apply our linear 
programming model. The linear programming solution indicates network throughput is 
maximized when the applied traffic load is 0.07B’ for each source. Using our joint 
routing and rate control scheme, the network achieves the maximum throughput 80.7K 



















5. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 
In this paper, we studied an important problem:‖How to route data packets and 
control link transmission rates in order to provide users with communication efficiency 
and fairness?‖ We addressed the problem by using a linear programming model, in which 
wireless interference is effectively accounted for.  
Collision is costly in wireless networks. In practice, we should always operate at 
near but below the optimal operation point. The linear optimization model presented in 
this paper tells us what the optimal operation point in terms of applied traffic load is, and 
how to find the routing and link rates to improve network efficiency. The model can be 
used to address heterogeneous networks with different link quality. Our model is based 
on static network topology and fixed interference relation. It can be easily extended to 
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ABSTRACT. End-to-end delay is an important QoS metric in sensor networks as well as 
any user application that involves transferring of small files. In this paper, we address 
how to minimize end-to-end latency in a multi-hop wireless network. End-to-end delay is 
defined as the total time it takes for a single packet to reach the destination. It is a result 
of many factors including the length of the routing path and the interference level along 
the path. In this paper we present a transmission scheduling scheme that minimizes the 
end-to-end delay along a given route. The link scheduling scheme is based on integer 
linear programming and involves interference modeling. Using this schedule, there are no 
conflicting transmissions at any time. Through simulation, we show that the proposed 
link scheduling scheme can significantly reduce end-to-end latency. By varying different 
routing policy, we also demonstrate that the shortest path routing does not necessarily 











With the increasing application of wireless mesh networks and sensor networks, 
multi-hop wireless networking technology is expected to not just provide multi-hop 
connectivity in locations where wired networks cannot reach, but also to support user 
traffic with certain service guarantees. Throughout and delay are the two major aspects of 
quality of service. The user-perceived data transfer speed is a combined effect of both 
data rate and end-to-end latency. For transferring a small file, the dominating factor is 
end-to-end latency; for transferring a large file, the dominating factor is data rate. In a 
typical sensor network, where small packets generated by sensors need to be periodically 
reported to the base station, delay plays a more important role. 
In the past, we have seen many reports regarding how to maximize network 
throughput in multi-hop wireless networks [1]–[8]. However, the solution that maximizes 
network throughput often neglects the delay aspect and leads to poor performance in end-
to-end latency. For the network in Fig.4.1, a maximum throughput routing algorithm 
would choose (a) since the two paths do not interfere with each other, and a minimum 
delay routing algorithm would choose (b) since it is the shortest path and there is no 
interference from other data flows. Most time the two of them do not choose the same 
routes. 
In the example shown in Fig.4.1, the shortest path happens to have the minimum 
delay. In this paper, we will demonstrate that it is a misbelieve that the shortest path 
always leads to the minimum delay. In fact, end-to-end delay is a result of both the 
number of hops on the path, and the interference level along the path. Shortest path leads 




Fig.4.1 (a) With maximum throughput routing, latency is 6 slot time; (b) With 
minimum delay routing, latency is 4 slot-time. 
 
 
Interference works adversely for delay the same way it does for throughput. 
Fig.4.2 shows that if there is only one data flow from source S1 to destination D1, end-to-
end latency is 6 slots, assuming each slot is used to transmit one packet. However, if 
there are other transmissions nearby, the end-to-end latency of the same flow can be 
increased to 10 slots if we do not use optimization techniques and a packet is scheduled 
to use the next available slot as soon as it arrives. 
When there are multiple data flows in the network, it is not straightforward to find 
the optimal transmission schedule that leads to the minimum delay. In this paper, we 
propose a linear programming-based link scheduling scheme that computes time slot 
assignment such that the end-to-end delay is minimum and at any time there are no 
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conflicting transmissions. This link scheduling scheme can work with any routing scheme. 
The main contribution of this paper is that we come up with a linear optimization model 
to capture the impact of wireless interference on network delay in multi-hop wireless 
networks. Compared to previous linear models, our linear model is more accurate; and 





Fig.4.2 (a) With a single data flow, latency is 6 slot time; (b) When other 
transmitters are active, the latency becomes 10 slot time. Numbers on links are slot 
numbers. There are 5 distinct slot numbers. 
 
 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly survey the 
related work on interference modeling and delay optimization in recent years; in Section 
3, we present a linear programming-based link scheduling scheme; in Section 4 we 





2. RELATED WORK 
We will first survey some papers on interference modeling, then we review some 
recent work in delay optimization. 
For interference modeling, the most related work includes [1]–[5]. [1] first used 
conflict graphs to model the effect of wireless interference under a simplified protocol 
model; [3] continued to use conflict graphs to model interference under IEEE 802.11 
interference model; [6] focused on estimation of interference and studied the effect of 
interference on aggregated network throughput based on IEEE 802.11 model; [4] 
proposed a physical interference model which is based on measured interference rather 
than distance between nodes. Our previous work [9] did joint routing and link rate control 
based on a different interference model that is based on directed graphs. 
Delay optimization, often very important in sensor networks, has been approached 
from routing, MAC layer scheduling, or both. [10] presented in sensor networks when the 
routing tree is given, how to determine the time slot of each node such that the maximum 
latency to send a packet from a node to the sink is minimized. [11] presented an 
algorithm to find optimal routing paths between sensor and sink node pairs with the 
objective of minimizing the total end-to-end delay. [12] presented approximation 
algorithms for minimum latency aggregation in sensor networks, which computes an 
aggregation tree as well as time slot assignment for links so that the make span of the 






3. MODEL-BASED MINIMUM DELAY LINK SCHEDULING 
3.1. Scheduling Delay 
Given the routing information, we can further reduce end-to-end latency by 
optimization on link scheduling delay. When a relay node forwards a packet, there is a 
mandatory store-and-forward delay and a link scheduling delay that is dependent on 
scheduling policy. Link scheduling delay is introduced when the outgoing link uses a 
time slot that is not immediately after the slot used by the incoming link. In Fig.IV.3, if 
the outgoing link uses slot number v, and incoming link uses slot number u, the total 
delay introduced at relay node r is dr = u-v if u > v, or dr = u-v + F if u < v, where F is the 
total number of distinct slots in a super-frame. If the schedule is conflict-free, it is 
guaranteed u   v. The end-to-end delay for a path is r
r
d . From this formula we can 
see that end-to-end delay is related to both the total number of hops, and the scheduling 
delay at each relay node. When routing information is given, the only factor that can be 




Fig.4.3 Scheduling delay at relay node 
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3.2. Interference Modeling 
To find a conflict-free schedule, it is important that all active links in the same 
collision domain use different slots. In other words, no two links can use the same slot if 
they interfere with each other. 
The collision domain is defined as a group of links that are mutually conflicting 
with each other. To list all collision domains in a network requires to build a conflict 
graph first and then to find all cliques in the conflict graph. The conflict graph is built as 
follows: we use vertices to represent wireless links, and then add an edge between two 
vertices if the wireless links they represent interfere with each other. To build the conflict 
graph can be done in polynomial time, however to find all cliques in the graph is an NP-
hard problem. To avoid solving an NP-hard problem, we will find a sufficient set of links 
that includes all links in a clique and approximates the clique as closely as possible. 
Suppose link (k, l) is disjoint from link (i, j) and both endpoints are within 2 hop 
of i and j respectively. Let H3ij denote the group of links {(k, l)} that satisfy: 
1) 1d(j, k) 2, 1d(i, l) 2, d(j, k) + d(i, l)  3, or 
2) 1d(i, k) 2, 1d(j, l) 2, d(i, k) + d(j, l)  3. 
Where k  i, j, and l  i, j; d(u, v) is the number of hops between node u and node 
v. 
The collision domain CDij of link (i, j) includes: (1) link (i, j), (2) all adjacent 
links of (i, j), and (3) all two-hop links of (i, j) defined in H3ij. 
This set is sufficient in the sense that it captures all conflicting relation; it is also 
tight compared to previous work that simply includes all links in two-hop neighborhood. 
Among all polynomial-time solutions, CDij approximates the maximum clique that 
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includes (i, j) most closely. Using CDij to describe the collision domain of link (i, j)  
allows us to address the problem in polynomial time, and at the same time to use the 
channel resource more efficiently than other polynomial time solutions. 
3.3. A ILP Model For Minimum Delay Link Scheduling 
To achieve minimum scheduling delay, we first formulate it as an optimization 
problem. Since the routing information is given, we use linkl,s = 1 to indicate link l is on 
the path for flow s. What we need to solve is the slot assignment for links. We introduce a 
0-1 variable sll,f for slot assignment. sll,f = 1 indicates link l uses slot f. If a link l is shared 
by multiple data flows, only one flow can use the slot f on the same link. sll,s,f = 1 
indicates link l uses slot f for sending data from source node S. 
Assume for source s, relay node r is on the routing path Ps. Relay node r receives 
flow from link m and forwards it to link n, the total delay at relay node r is dr,s = fn−
fm+xF, where fn is the slot number for link n and fm is the slot number for link m. Each 
slot time is equivalent to one standard packet transmission time. x is a boolean variable, x 
= 1 when fn < fm. 
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In inequality (3c), Rs is the data rate of source s, given as input. Although our 
purpose is only to minimize the end-to-end delay of a single packet regardless of the 
source data rate, the model is general enough to consider sources with different data rates. 
In simulation, we set Rs = 1 for all sources. 
3.4. Computing The Slot Assignment 
To solve the above integer linear programming problem is NP-hard. We first relax 
it to a linear programming problem, and then use maximum likelihood rounding to map 




Table 2. Slot Assignment Algorithm 
1) Find the optimal solution for the LP problem with slot numbers relaxed to real 
numbers; 
2) Sort sll,f in non-increasing order, set Th = 0.5; 
3) For each non-zero variable sll,f , if sll,f   Th, assign sll,f = 1. Assign sll’,f = 0 for 
other links l’  that are conflicting with l. Assign remaining values appropriately to satisfy 
flow conservation; If Th > the largest sll,f , set Th = the largest sll,f ; 




















In this section, we show that the proposed timeslot assignment algorithm can 
significantly reduce scheduling delay, given the routing path information. Through 
simulation, we also show that the shortest path does not always lead to the least latency. 
In the simulation study, we use 50 nodes deployed on a 150x150 square region, 
with node transmission range 30. 10 out of the 50 nodes are randomly selected as source 
nodes, and all source nodes transmit to a common receiver (sink node). We assume 
routing information is given and we compare the end-to-end latency achieved by using a 
First-Come-First-Serve(FCFS) schedule with the one achieved by our link scheduling 
algorithm (call it MinDelay). Each source node generates a packet and we observe the 
end-to-end latency of the single packet. In FCFS, the packet arrival order is random. A 
relay node schedules a packet as soon as it arrives; when deciding which slot to use, a 
relay node chooses the next available slot to transmit the packet if it does not conflict 
with other transmissions. FCFS is one of the most commonly used scheduling policies in 
practice. Since the packet arrival order is an important factor to FCFS, we conducted 50 
cases on 50 random arrival orders. 
In the first simulation, we use the shortest path routing. The simulation results 
show MinDelay outperforms FCFS by 17% to 25% in total delay. In the second 
simulation, we use a different routing algorithm presented in [13](call it algorithm T). We 
compare the end-to-end latency achieved by FCFS and by MinDelay. From this 
simulation we observed not just MinDelay outperforms FCFS in all scenarios, algorithm 
T also leads to shorter delay than the shortest path routing. The reason is that shortest 
path routing does not consider wireless interference. When multiple data flows share the 
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same link, the scheduling delay tends to be increased. On the other hand, algorithm T 
considers interference in routing and routes data to the less interfered paths. Although 
sometimes the path length is longer, but the scheduling delay is much shorter. MinDelay 
outperforms FCFS by 7% to 22%, and algorithm T outperforms shortest path routing by 
20%. Fig.4.4.(a) and Fig.4.4.(b) show the total delay of all 10 flows with shortest path 




Fig.4.4 (a)Total delay using shortest-path routing; (b) Total delay using 











5. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 
In this paper, we addressed an important problem in practice: Given a multi-hop 
wireless network with multiple sources and destinations, how to achieve the minimum 
end-to-end delay? This paper presented a linear programming-based link scheduling 
scheme, in which wireless interference is sufficiently addressed. 
The optimization model is useful for feasibility analysis given a set of QoS 
constraints, and it is also useful for predicting the achievable performance of the network 
and improving delay when routing information is given. The optimization framework can 
also be used for admission control as part of QoS provisioning in wireless networks. We 
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ABSTRACT. In wireless sensor networks, transmission power has significant impact on 
network throughput as wireless interference increases with transmission power and 
interference negatively impacts network throughput. In this paper we try to improve 
network throughput through cross-layer optimization. We first present two algorithms to 
compute the transmission power of each node with objectives of minimizing total 
transmission power and minimizing total interference respectively, from which we can 
obtain a network topology that ensures a connected path from each source to the sink; 
then in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the power control algorithms, we compute 
the maximum achievable throughput from the obtained topology. The power control 
algorithms can generate symmetric links or asymmetric links if so desired. Based on 
different link models, we use different algorithms to compute the maximum achievable 
throughput. Since to compute the maximum throughput is an NP-hard problem, we use 
efficient heuristics that use a sufficient condition instead of the computationally-
expensive-to-get optimal condition to capture the mutual conflict relation in a collision 
domain. The formal proof for the sufficient condition is provided and the proposed 
algorithms are compared to previous work. Simulation results show that the proposed 
algorithms improve network throughput and reduce energy consumption, with significant 




In wireless sensor networks, due to the broadcast nature of wireless transmission, 
the signal from one sensor could reach many unintended receivers and interfere with the 
reception of these neighbors. The higher transmission power it uses, the more neighbors 
it interferes with. As the interference level increases, network throughput decreases. To 
intuitively understand how transmission power works on network throughput, we can 
picture a multi-hop wireless sensor network with a fixed number of nodes. If two nodes 
can hear from each other, we build a link between them. When one link is active, any 
other link that interferes with it should not be. When transmission power increases, link 
density increases, and consequently a wireless link will have many other links interfering 
with it. All these conflicting links cannot be active at the same time; they must be 
carefully scheduled to transmit at different time, otherwise their transmissions will 
interfere with each other. Although the wireless link capacity remains the same, the 
spatial reuse of the wireless spectrum decreases as the transmission power increases. As a 
result, network throughput drops. 
To increase network throughput, we can address the problem from different layers: 
at the physical layer, we can adjust transmission power to reduce interference; at the 
network layer, we can route data packets to the least interfered path; and at the MAC 
layer, we can schedule transmissions to avoid simultaneous transmissions from 
interfering links. In order to make sure all transmissions can be scheduled without 
conflict, we also need to control the transmission data rate to make sure a node’s channel 
occupation time is proportional to its data rate. Overall, it takes a cross-layer design 
scheme to achieve the maximum throughput. 
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In this paper, a cross-layer optimization framework is provided. we first try to 
decide the transmission power of each node towards optimizing throughput, then we use 
a joint routing and link rate control scheme to achieve the maximum throughput. The 
second part computes the maximum achievable throughput on a given topology, therefore, 
can serve as the assessment of the power control schemes. 
The main contributions of this paper include: (1) we formulated the maximum 
throughput power control problem into two linear programs and designed efficient 
algorithms to solve them. The power control algorithms can generate symmetric or 
asymmetric links as required; (2) for both symmetric links and asymmetric links, we 
provided mathematical optimization models to compute the maximum achievable 
throughput on a given topology. Part of it requires to accurately capturing the mutual 
conflicting relation among wireless links, which is a well-known NP-hard problem. We 
proposed a polynomial-term constraint that can sufficiently capture the mutual conflict 
relation among wireless links and is tighter than all known polynomial-term 
approximations. 
Although the objective of this paper is to achieve maximum throughput, we found 
that the power control schemes also reduce the total energy consumption of the sensor 
network. Through cross-layer optimization, we show that it is possible to achieve higher 
throughput with longer lifetime. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly survey the 
most related work in cross layer optimization; in Section 3, we present the mathematical 
optimization models and algorithms for power control, and in Section 4 joint routing and 
link rate allocation; in Appendix we show the theoretical foundation of the optimization 
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model with formal proof; in Section 5 we compare our algorithms with previous work 
and show the effectiveness of power control on throughput improvement. 
 
 
2. RELATED WORK 
Along the line of maximizing network throughput through transmission power 
control, the most related work is [1]. In [1] two pruning algorithms were presented to 
assign transmission power to nodes in order to minimize the maximal interference or total 
interference respectively, then linear programming models are used for data routing in 
order to maximize network throughput. We compared our LP-rounding based power 
control algorithms with the pruning algorithms in [1] and found significant performance 
improvement. [1] is the most related work since it also crosses three layers that involves 
power control, routing and transmission rate control. 
Most of other cross-layer design schemes only involve two layers, such as joint 
routing and link rate allocation [2]–[4], and joint power control and scheduling when 
routing information is given [5]. In [5], links that share a common node are not allowed 
to transmit in the same slot; for disjoint links, whether a node’s reception is interfered by 
others is decided by a physical model, i.e., if the receiver’s signal-to-noise ratio exceeds 
the threshold, it is considered not interfering. In [5], the interference model is a hybrid of 
protocol model and physical model. The physical model is applicable only when the 
routing information is given and traffic demand on each link is given as input. However, 
in our work, routing information is not given and the traffic demand on each link is 
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unknown, therefore a pure protocol model is used, in which the interfering relation is 
determined by network link topology rather than the actual signal strength. 
Throughput modeling and optimization in wireless networks started as early as 
1987 ([6]–[8]), and at that time it was for packet radio networks. In recent years it 
became a hot topic again when multi-hop wireless networks became popular. Some 
researchers attempted to give asymptotic results without input on traffic and network 
topology ( [9]– [11]) and most others tried to find the exact solutions ( [4], [12]–[18]). To 
find the exact throughput, part of the effort is to extend the concept of flow networks to 
multi-hop wireless networks. To come up with the capacity constraint, some scholars 
used link capacity as the upper bound of the data rate of a single link without considering 
the interference from other links [13], [19]; some attempted to model interference but 
used global information such as cliques on a conflict graph ( [16]), which is NP hard to 
get in its first place; and some proposed polynomial-term constraint and simply 
considered all links within two hops of a common link as conflicting links and required 
the total data rate of these links be bounded by the wireless link capacity. We have 
demonstrated in this paper that our polynomial-term constraint is more accurate than this 
simplified model and can sufficiently capture the interference relation. Our interference 









3. TRANSMISSION POWER CONTROL 
Given a sensor network of N nodes with adjustable transmission power, the 
objective of power control is to compute the transmission power for all nodes such that 
network throughput is maximized. Depending on whether DATA packets need to be 
acknowledged by the next hop, links can be symmetric or asymmetric. The algorithms 
presented in the following can produce either symmetric or asymmetric links. 
Since network throughput is related to interference and interference is related to 
total transmission power, we use minimum total power and minimum interference as the 
optimization objectives respectively in the following for transmission power control. 
3.1 For Minimum Total Power 
a. Linear Programming Model 
Variables: Let Pi be the transmission power of node i, let Rij be the data rate on 
link (i, j), let Xij be the decision variable: Xij = 1 if there is a link from i to j and Xij = 0 
otherwise. 
Constants: Pij is the transmission power needed for node i to reach node j, Di is 
the source rate of node i, and B is the wireless link capacity. At this stage, the objective is 
to get a connected topology with minimum total power (connected means there is a 
connected path from each source to the sink), therefore Di is arbitrarily set. If i is a source 
node, Di> 0, if i is a sink node, Di < 0, and if i is neither a source, nor a sink, then Di = 0. 


















R R D                     i (2b) 
 i ij ijP X P               ,i j (2c) 
 /ij ijX R B                   ( , )link i j (2d) 
  0,1ijX              ,foralllink i j (2e) 
 0 ijR B          ( , )link i j (2f) 
 
 
In the above formulation, equality (2a) requires that each source must have at 
least one outgoing link; Equality (2b) requires that data rate satisfy flow conservation; 
Equality (2c) requires that in order to establish a link from i to j, node i must use enough 
transmission power to reach j; and Equality (2d) requires that if the data rate from i to j is 
nonzero, there must be a link from i to j. 
The solution from the above linear program includes Xij and Pi, from which we 
can obtain a connected topology with minimum total power. However, since Xij is 0-1 
integer variable, the problem remains NP-hard. A LP-Rounding based heuristic is 
presented in the next section. 
The above linear program is for asymmetric links, i.e., Xij and Xji can be different, 
which implies i can hear j but j cannot hear i or vice versa. If the links are required to be 
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symmetric because DATA packets need to be acknowledged by the next hop, then the 
following constraint is added: Xij = Xji. In practice, Pij could be different from Pji, but to 
make sure i can reach j and j can reach i, we only need Xij = Xji, and apply condition (2c) 
on both (i, j) and (j, i): Pi XijPij and Pj XjiPji. 
b. LP-Rounding Based Algorithm 
We first relax the integer constraint of Xij and solve the problem as a real-valued 
linear program. The solution includes fractional values for Xij. We will use rounding 
based algorithm to construct the network topology. 
We introduce two variables Cij and Mi. Cij = 1 means link (i, j) is established; Cij 
= 0, otherwise. Mi = 1 means node i has a connected path to the sink; Mi = 0, otherwise. 
 
 
Table 2. LP Routing Algorithm for Minimum Total Power 
MINPOWER: 
1. Sort Xij in non-increasing order into a lost  
 Set Cij = 0 for all pairs of i,j 
 Set Mi = 0 for all sources 





3.  do remove the largest Xij from the list 
  set Cij = 1 
  set Pi = maxj{CijPij} 
  [for symmetric links set Cji = 1, set Pj=maxi{CjiPji} remove Xji from the  
  list] 
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Table 2. LP Routing Algorithm for Minimum Total Power (Continue) 
4.   For all j 
   If Pi Pij 
    Set Cij = 1 
    Remove Xij from the list 
5.   If there is a connected path from node i to the sink, set Mi = 1 
Return Cij and Pi 
 
 
Remark: If there is a tie in choosing the largest Xij in line 3, choose the link (i,j) 
that leads to the smallest increase in the total power: for symmetric 
links,       ( , ), arg min i j ij i ji ji j P P P P    ; for asymmetric links, 
   ( , ), arg min i j ij ii j P P   
3.2 For Minimum Total Interference 
Since interference has more direct impact on network throughput, we try to use 
minimum total interference as the objective of power control. Intuitively, we will have a 
better chance of finding the topology that maximizes network throughput. Simulation 
results in Section 5 verified the prediction.  
The interference model we adopted here is the‖protocol model‖: if node j is in the 
interference range of node i, then j is interfered by i. We try to minimize the total number 





a. Linear Programming Model 
Variables: In addition to the variables defined in section 3.1, we define a new 
variable Yik: Yik = 1 if node i uses power level k; each node can only choose one 
transmission power. Ii is the number of nodes interfered by node i’s transmission. 
Constants: Nik is the number of nodes in node i’s interference range when node i  
uses power level k. 
 












R R D                     i (4b) 
 i ij ijP X P               ,i j (4c) 
 1ik
k
Y                     i (4d) 
 i ik ik
k
I N Y                    i (4e) 
 i ik
k
P kY                    i (4f) 
 /ij ijX R B                  ( , )link i j (4g) 
  0,1ijX                   ( , )link i j (4h) 
  0,1ikY                  ,i k (4i) 
 0 ijR B                    ( , )link i j (4j) 
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(4d) indicates that each node can only choose one power level. The lowest power 
level is 0, when node is not transmitting. (4e) defines the number of nodes interfered by 
node i’s transmission. (4f) translates a 0-1 variable Yik into a discrete-valued power Pi. In 
this formulation, the constants Pij is also given in discrete power levels. 
Similarly, this integer linear program is NP-hard to solve. We will describe a LP-
rounding based scheme in the following. 
b. Rounding 
The rounding algorithm is largely the same as the rounding algorithm for 
minimum power, except that when there is a tie in choosing the largest Xij in line 3, we 
will choose the link (i, j) that leads to the smallest increase in the total interference: for 
symmetric links, if link (i, j) is chosen,  maxi j ij ijP C P and  maxj i ji jiP C P , update 
Yik and Yjk, and then calculate the total increase in 
interference i ik ik i jk jk j
k k
N Y I N Y I
   
      
   
  , set   ( , ), arg min i j ii j  ; for 
asymmetric link, i ik ik i
k











4. MAXIMUM ACHIEVABLE THROUGHPUT 
The output from power control algorithms is the transmission power of each node 
and the resulting topology. It is guaranteed that each source has a connected path to the 
sink. However, how much throughput can be achieved depends not only on the topology 
but also on the upper layer protocols such as routing and MAC. Without presumption 
about what routing and MAC algorithms are used, we calculate the maximum achievable 
throughput on the resulting topology, which is a measure of the effectiveness of power 
control algorithms. 
4.1 Asymmetric Links for One-Way Communication 
If DATA packets do not need to be acknowledged, links do not need to be 
symmetric. A directed path from source to sink consisting of asymmetric links will 
suffice. 
We define Ni as the group of nodes that i can reach, i.e., Ni = {j|Cij = 1}, where Cij 
= 1 means there is a directed link from i to j; and we define N
+
i as the group of nodes that 
can reach node i: N
+
i = {j|iNj}. Ni and N
+
i are obtained as a result of power control and 
are given as input to the following optimization model. Let variable R i be the source rate 
of node i. If node i is neither a source nor the sink, Ri is set to be zero. We also introduce 
a decision variable fi: fi = 1 if i is expected to receive data, i.e., i is a relay node on the 
routing path or i is a sink. The joint routing and link rate allocation problem can be 
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R R R
 




j N k Nj N
R f R B
 
           i (6b) 
 0 ijR B                ,i j  (6c) 
  0,1if           i (6d) 
 
 
(6a) is for flow conservation, and (6b) is the capacity constraint for wireless 
transmissions. Inequality (6b) is a sufficient condition to capture the mutual conflict 
relationship among links. In our previous work [3], a formal proof for its sufficiency is 
provided. 
In order to linearize inequality 6b so that we can solve it as a linear program, we 
set the initial value of fi as follows and use iterative approach to find the solution: 






 , then set fi = 1 if i is the sink, and 
set fi = 0 if i is a source; it takes 2 to 3 iterations to converge. 
4.2 Symmetric Links for Two-Way Communication 
If DATA packets must be followed by ACKs, links must be symmetric, i.e., Cij = 
Cji. In the following, we assume links are symmetric and communication on a link is two-
way, therefore, all links within two hops of each other interfere. 
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          i (8a) 
 
2, , ( , )i j ij
ij il jk kl
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In this linear program, equalities (8a) is for flow conservation, and inequality (8b) 
defines the capacity constraint. Capacity constraint is the reason for not being able to 
further increase throughput. Inequality (8b) ensures all links possibly in the same 
collision domain have a total demand less than B. 
In inequality (8b), N2ij is defined as: N2ij = {(k, l)| link (k, l) is a two-hop neighbor 
of link (i, j), and the sum of distance from k to (i, j) and from l to (i, j) via a different path 
is 4}. If there is no other path, the distance is counted as  . 
For example, in Fig.5.1.(a), link (k1, l1) and (k2, l2) belong to N2ij , but (k2, l1) does 
not, because (k2, l1) is not a 2-hop neighbor of link (i, j); in fig.5.1.(b), link (k, l) does not 
belong to N2ij , since there is only one path to reach link (i, j) from k and l; the distance 
from k to (i, j) is 1 and the distance from l to (i, j) is 1. In this case, the mutual conflicting 
relation among (i, j), (j, k), and (k, l) is captured when we apply the constraint (8b) on 
link (j, k): we make sure the data rate satisfy rjk + rij + rkl B. 
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Inequality (8b) is a sufficient but not necessary condition for capturing all conflict 
relation in wireless communication. The accurate condition, which is both sufficient and 
necessary condition, includes no more than necessary links in the left hand side of the 
inequality. However, it is an NP-hard problem to identify these links. To identify these 
links, we need to first construct a conflict graph [4], in which a link is represented as a 
node, and a pair of wireless links that are mutually conflicting with each other is 
connected by an edge. Then we need to compute all cliques on the graph and make sure 
all nodes in a clique have total data rate no more than B. However, it takes exponential 
time to list all cliques. To the best of our knowledge, inequality (8b) is so far the most 
accurate polynomial time solution. For links within 2 hops of link (i, j), we only include 
the links that belong to N2ij in the inequality. Compared to previous work in which all 
links within 2 hops of (i, j) are included in the left hand side of the inequality ([1]), our 
solution provides a tighter bound therefore the enables higher throughput. 
Consider the topology in Fig 5.2.(a), the conflict graph is in Fig 5.2.(b), in which 
each wireless link is represented as a node, and links that are conflicting with each other 
are connected by an edge. The optimal solution requires the total data rate on any clique 
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Our solution, derived from inequality (8b), requires the following conditions be 
satisfied. It is the same as the optimal solution. 
for (i, j) : rij + ril + rjk   B (10a) 
for (i, l) : ril + rij + rlx1 + ...+rlxn  B (10b) 
for (j, k) : rjk + rij + rky1 + ...+rkyn B (10c) 
However, the previous work that simply includes all links that interfere with (i, j) 
requires the following condition be satisfied ([1]), even though links lx1,…lxn have no 
conflict with links ky1, ...kyn. 
rij + ril + rjk + rlx1 + ...+rlxn + rky1 + ...rkyn  B 
Apparently the above condition introduces larger performance gap than condition 
(8b). (8b) can sufficiently capture all conflicting relation and is the most accurate 
polynomial-term condition known so far. The formal proof for sufficient condition is 
























We first evaluate the effect of power control algorithms on total energy savings 
and throughput improvement, and compare our algorithms with the ones that do not use 
power control(referred to as uniform model), then we compare our algorithms with 
previous work in [1] on total energy consumption and throughput. 
The network consists of 50 sensor nodes and one sink node. All nodes are 
randomly deployed in a 250×250 region. One node is randomly chosen as sink and other 
50 nodes are source nodes. Each node has 10 different power levels (K=10) and the 
difference in transmission range of adjacent power levels is 5, while the minimal 
transmission range (power level 1) is also 5. In addition, the interference range is 
assumed to be 2 times of the corresponding transmission range. The link capacity is 
assumed to be 30 (normalized B=30). 
In the uniform model without power control all nodes transmit at the same power 
level, therefore links are symmetric. For comparison purpose, we ensure links are 
symmetric in our power control algorithm. Once the topology is determined, we run the 
maximum throughput algorithm on the symmetric model. Fig.5.3(a) shows the total 
power consumed by all nodes, and Fig.5.3(b) shows the throughput achieved. We 
compare two of our power control algorithms, LP-MinPower and LP-MinInterference 
with the uniform models with transmission range 35(at power level 7) and 45(at power 
level 9). The results show that our algorithms use less energy and achieve better 
throughput. LP-MinPower has the lowest total power consumption and 
LPMinInterference has the highest throughput. 
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The second simulation is to compare the performance of our algorithms with 
previous work in [1]. The network setup is the same. Since the algorithms in [1] produces 
topology with asymmetrical links, for comparison purpose, we also use asymmetric 
model in our algorithms. It is observed that LP-MinPower uses the least energy, and LP-
MinInterference achieves the highest throughput. Both LP-MinPower and LP-
MinInterference achieved higher throughput than the previous work. 
 
 
Fig.5.3 LP-MinPower and LP-MinInterference compared to the uniform model 




Fig.5.4 LP-MinPower and LP-MinInterference compared to MinMax and MinTotal in 





In this paper, we addressed the question of how to achieve the maximum 
throughput in sensor networks through cross-layer optimization. We first use 
transmission power control to decide the link topology and then use joint routing and link 
rate control to decide the maximum achievable throughput on the topology. We provided 
optimization models and efficient algorithms for power control as well as for joint 
routing and rate control. To effectively estimate the impact of wireless interference on 
throughput, we proposed to use a sufficient condition in the linear program, and also 
provided vigorous mathematical proof that the condition is sufficient to capture the 
interfering relation among wireless links. Although the proposed algorithms aim to 
optimize throughput only, they also reduce energy consumption of sensor networks. For 
future work, we will consider the joint optimization of throughput and energy with 
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The optimal solution to the maximum throughput problem defined in Section 3 






 ,  clique Q on the conflict graph. This is a sufficient and necessary condition. 
Since to list all cliques in a graph is an NP-hard problem, hereby we use a sufficient 
condition in its place. Inequality 8b is a sufficient condition and it takes polynomial time 
to compute. 
Theorem.1: If inequality (8b) is satisfied on every wireless link, then the 






 , clique Q on the conflict graph. 
Proof: We show that for any clique found on the conflict graph, the left hand side 
of inequality (8b) includes the data rate of all links represented in the clique. 
We take an arbitrary clique of size n. When n=2, there are only two links 
concerned. Call them link i and link j. Inequality (8b) requires ri + rjB when i and j are 
1-hop neighbors, or rk+ri+rj B when i and j are 2-hop neighbors (see Fig.5.5). So the 
sufficient and necessary condition ri+rj B (from the clique approach) is trivially satisfied. 
When n3, we distinguish two cases: case (1), the n links are on a network that 
does not have closed cycles (see Fig.5.6(a)); and case (2), the n links are on a network 
that has closed cycles with zero or more open tails (see Fig.5.6(b) and (c)). We assume 
wireless links i, j and k are on a clique. In case (1), since all links on a clique are within 
two hops of each other, and there is no cycle, choosing the link with the check mark to 
apply condition (8b) can ensure ri+rj+rk B. In case (2), apparently if i, j, and k are on a 
single cycle of 7 or more links (‖single‖ means it does not contain any other cycles in it), 
then they must be connected head-totail in order to have mutual conflicts and form a 
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clique (Fig.5.6(b)). This trivial case can be easily solved by applying condition (8b) on 
the middle one. Otherwise, if the cycle has at most 6 links, from Fig. 5.6(c), it can be 
shown that by applying condition (8b) on the link with the check mark, we can ensure 
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ABSTRACT. In this project, we developed an adaptive multi-hop clustering algorithm 
MaxLife for sensor networks. MaxLife significantly improves sensor network lifetime by 
balancing energy dissipation and minimizing energy consumption at the same time. The 
algorithm is compared to Random and MinEnergy algorithms and shows great 
performance gain. Random is extended from its original design of single hop clustering in 
[1] to multi-hop clustering, which elects cluster heads with absolute fairness. However, 
the idea of rotating the role of cluster heads does not work well in a multi-hop 
environment, because relay nodes can also drain out energy quickly. MinEnergy chooses 
cluster heads to minimize total energy consumption, which leads to large energy disparity 
and hurts long-term performance. MaxLife on the other hand, uses global optimization 
techniques and directly maximizes network lifetime. Simulation results verified that 
MaxLife achieves the best tradeoff between fairness and energy efficiency, and the 
clustering topology computed from it has significantly longer lifetime than those from the 







A typical sensor network features limited energy supply, limited wireless 
transmission range, and large amount of data to process. Sensor networks have large 
potential in habitat monitoring, health care, as well as military applications, which 
renders them a hot research topic in the past few years. One of the major issues 
dominating the literature is energy efficiency. Much work has been done to improve 
energy efficiency with the ultimate goal of having a long lifetime without replacing 
sensor nodes. Hierarchical routing via cluster head is one of the approaches to improve 
energy efficiency. 
In general, hierarchy improves scalability. For the same reason hierarchical 
routing is implemented in OSPF, clustering is used in sensor networks. Many operations 
in sensor networks such as routing and query dissemination can be more efficient if they 
are confined within the boundary of a cluster. Moreover, clustering avoids direct 
communication between every single sensor node and the base station (BS), and therefore 
effectively prolongs the sensor network lifetime. 
To achieve the maximum lifetime through clustering, three factors need to be 
considered: energy cost within a single cluster, called interior cost, energy cost from 
heads to base station, called exterior cost, and the balance of energy consumption over 
time. 
The three factors have complicated tradeoff relation in terms of their contribution 
to network lifetime. First, there is a tradeoff between single round minimum energy and 
the balance of energy consumption over time. Focusing on either one alone will not get 
the maximum lifetime. Second, In order to minimize the total energy cost of a single 
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round, there is a tradeoff between the interior energy cost and the exterior energy cost — 
the more cluster heads, the more nodes using long radio range, but the fewer hops from 
member nodes to cluster heads; the fewer cluster heads, the less energy spent on head-to-
BS transmission, but the more energy spent on member-to-head communication. 
In previous work, we have seen schemes that focus on mainly one or at most two 
of the three factors and the results from these schemes are far from being optimal. The 
maximum lifetime clustering problem is yet to be solved. In this paper, we study the 
complicated tradeoff relation among multiple factors that affect the sensor network 
lifetime and propose an adaptive multi-hop clustering algorithm to simultaneously 
evaluate the role of each factor. The algorithm successfully realizes the best tradeoff 
among the three factors and outperforms others that do not. It is adaptive in the sense the 
clustering topology changes over time in order to have the maximum lifetime. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly survey the 
closely related work to ours and point out how our approach distinguish itself from others; 
In section 3, we formally state the maximum lifetime clustering problem; In section 4, we 
describe our MaxLife algorithm, its Integer Linear Program formulation and heuristic 
solution; Following this section are its counterparts that are compared to it in the 
simulation; In section 5, we show the lifetime results from our approach and other 







2. RELATED WORK 
The most related work to ours is cluster-based hierarchical routing. Li et al. [2] 
proposed HPAR, a hierarchical power-aware routing protocol that divides the network 
into clusters. Each cluster/zone is allowed to decide how to route a message 
hierarchically across the other clusters such that the battery lives of the nodes in the 
system are maximized. Estrin et al. [3] discussed a hierarchical clustering method with 
emphasis on localized behavior and the need for asymmetric communication and energy 
conservation in sensor networks. Jiang et al. [4] proposed CBRP, a cluster based routing 
protocol for mobile ad-hoc networks. It divides the network nodes into a number of 
overlapping or disjoint two-hop diameter clusters in a distributed manner. Manjeshwar 
and Agrawal proposed two hierarchical, energy-efficient routing protocols: TEEN [5] and 
APTEEN [6] for timecritical applications. Heinzelman et al. [1] proposed LEACH 
protocol, which was originally designed for single-hop clustering. In LEACH protocol, 
the duty of being a cluster head is evenly distributed among all sensors in a network. 
LEACH randomly selects sensor nodes as cluster-heads and rotates this role to evenly 
distribute the energy load among the sensors. LEACH works for a small network where 
every node can reach every other node in the network, because there is only one hop 
between member nodes and their cluster head. In this paper, LEACH has been extended 
to multiple hop clustering and compared to our scheme. Simulation results show that it 
does not work well for multi-hop clustering. Lindsey et al. [7] improved LEACH and 
designed the PEGASIS algorithm. In order to extend network lifetime, nodes only 
communicate with their closest neighbors and take turns to communicate with the base-
station. PEGASIS increases the lifetime of each node by using collaborative techniques, 
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and it allows only local coordination between nodes that are close together so that the 
bandwidth consumed in communication is reduced. 
 
 
3. PROBLEM DEFINITION 
The purpose of clustering is to find the best way to organize sensor nodes into 
disjoint groups and to designate a head for each group, which communicates with the 
base station directly, so that the lifetime of the network is maximized. However, 
clustering in sensor networks can be done differently under different assumptions about 
whether data is aggregated, whether transmission power is adjustable, etc. In this work, 
we adopted the following widely accepted assumptions: 
First, we assume a non-head node uses a constant transmission power P1 to route 
data to its cluster head by using the shortest path routing, and the sole metric is the 
number of hops; and a cluster head uses a larger constant power P2 to reach the base 
station. In this way the performance of the algorithm will not be influenced by the 
position of base station. 
Second, how data is aggregated makes significant difference. We assume a cluster 
head will aggregate data from all its members and itself, and then send only one 
aggregated packet to the base station; non-head nodes can serve as relay nodes but do not 
aggregate data. Otherwise the problem degenerates to a trivial case-- (1) If a cluster head 
only forwards data for its members without data aggregation, there is no need to use the 
head, because routing to cluster heads only increase the total energy consumption, and 
the total data transmitted using long radio range is still n units for n nodes. (2) On the 
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other hand, if non-head nodes also aggregate data, then each node sends out one unit of 
data in each round by using either P1 or P2, and in every round, there are n −  1 nodes 
using P1, and exactly one node using P2, thus the optimal solution can be easily found by 
just rotating the role of cluster heads. 
Third, we define lifetime as the functional lifetime of the network. In the literature, 
first-node-die lifetime, or p-percentage-of-nodes-die lifetime have been used. We think 
the functional lifetime can better depict how long the sensor network can function. We 
assume the operation of a clustered sensor network is broken into rounds, and in each 
round, members send to their heads and heads send to BS. During the functional period, 
each member node ships one unit of data in each round, to a node that can be reached by 
using transmission power P1. Since a cluster head consumes more energy than its 
members, a node will not be eligible for being a cluster head when its remaining energy 
is below a specified threshold. The functional lifetime is the time period from when the 
network is deployed until the occurrence of the first case in which data from some node 
cannot eventually be routed to a base station. 
Now we formally introduce the problem: 
Definition 3.1: Maximum Lifetime Clustering Given a sensor network of n nodes, 
each non-head node uses transmission power P1 to transmit, and each cluster head uses 
transmission power P2 to transmit with P2 >= P1, and data from each source node is 
routed along the shortest path to a closest cluster head and aggregated at the cluster head, 




To address the problem, minimizing total energy cost and minimizing energy 
disparity both play important roles. Previous works have been focusing on either the 
fairness or the minimum energy aspect alone. But in fact, neither of the two approaches 
addresses the maximum lifetime problem directly; as a result neither of them leads to the 
maximum lifetime. In section 4 we propose a new approach that directly addresses the 
maximum lifetime problem. For comparison purpose, we describe the two indirect 



















4. A NEW APPROACH: MAXIMIZING LIFETIME DIRECTLY 
Ideally for load balancing purpose, a sensor network will have several clustering 
topologies and each will operate for certain amount of time and together they achieve the 
maximum lifetime. The functional lifetime is broken into sessions of multiple rounds. 
During each session, one clustering topology is used, and the topology is adjusted at the 
beginning of each session. We assume there are K sessions and hence K cluster 
topologies through its lifetime. For each clustering topology, a group of nodes serve as 
heads and non-head nodes use the shortest path routing to reach the closest head. We call 
this algorithm MaxLife algorithm. 
4.1 ILP Formulation 
To cast the maximum lifetime clustering problem into an Integer Linear 
Programming (ILP) problem, we use the following notations: 
 
Table 1. Notations of ILP Formulation 
N input, the total number of nodes 
K input, the total number of topologies 
fvji input, fvji=1 if node i is on the shortest path from v to j and i  v, i  j, otherwise 
 fvji=0 
Ei input, initial energy reserve at node i 
nk variable, number of rounds for the k
th
 topology 
Xik variable, Xik = 1 if node i is a head in the k
th
 topology, otherwise Xik = 0 
eijk variable, eijk = 1 if node i is node j’s head in the k
th
 topology and i  j, otherwise 
 eijk = 0 
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Recall that a non-head node consumes P11 amount of energy to send one unit of 
data for interior cluster communication, and a head node consumes P2 1 amount of 
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Unfortunately, with the variable nk, the program is not linear. To remove nk from 
the inequality (3), we change the definition of K— we use K as the upper bound of the 
total number of rounds. Since in each round a node needs to consume at least P1, so K <= 





















         i (8) 
And nk{0, 1}, which means each round is either in operation or totally off. To 
get rid of the 0-1 variable nk, we introduce a constant n: 0 < n < 1, then the inequality (3) 
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Inequality (9) suggests if the energy consumption of each round is scaled down by 
a factor of n, the network can last for K rounds. Fig.6.1 shows the conversion. The real 
lifetime L in terms of the total number of rounds has the following relation with 






Fig.6.1 (a) Using K as the total number of topologies, nk is the number of rounds 
used with the k
th








 ; (b) Put on a finer grid of 
size n — the time for each round is scaled down to n : 0 < n < 1, and there are K such 
rounds. K is an estimated upper bound of rounds; (c) n×K = 1×L, stretching the grid 
size to 1, there will be L rounds. L is the actual lifetime. 
 
 
So L = nK. To address the rounding error due to the conversion from a continuous 
problem to a discrete problem, we round it down to the largest integer smaller then nK. 
Now the objective is to maximize n. We define q = 1/n, the objective function (1) is 
replaces with: 
Minimize: q              (10) 
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The solution to the above ILP only provides a relatively accurate lifetime L a 
sensor network can last. In the following, we discuss how to get the clustering topology 
in each round. We introduce new variables ERi, the remaining energy of node i after L 
rounds. Note that the second constraint is updated and the objective function becomes to 
maximize the minimum remaining energy. 
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Table 3. Mathematical model of Maximize Remaining Energy 
Maximize: Emin              (12) 
Subject to 
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  0,1ikX                  ,i k (18) 
  0,1ijke                  ,j k (19) 
 
miniER E                     i (20) 
 
 
The solution to the ILP problem defined by (12)–(20) provides the cluster 
topology in each round: if Xik = 1, then i is a head in round k; if eijk = 1, then i is j’s head 
in round k. We can reconstruct clusters from this solution. 
The ILP problem is NP-complete. In our implementation, we specify a timeout 
interval to bind the running time. The ILP solver (lp_solve v5.5) sometimes finds the 
optimal solution, which can be directly used to construct clusters; sometimes it finds a 
suboptimal integer solution or a real solution and times out. In case the optimal solution 
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is not available, we round up Xik to 1 if Xik   0.5, and round down Xik to 0 if Xik < 0.5. 
Then we enlist the non-head nodes with the closest head. 
The final lifetime we computed from the above algorithm is the same as L most of 
the time, occasionally L− 1 due to the sub-optimality of the solution returned from the 
ILP solver and rounding errors. 
Remark: A similar approach is to maximize the minimum remaining energy after 
each round, and iterate until the network is no longer functional. This approach involves 
solving a smaller sized ILP problem multiple times, and the lifetime result is not as good 
as MaxLife because it does not directly optimize lifetime. Moreover, if we use coarse-
grained timeout to obtain the solution, this approach is actually slower because it involves 
solving more ILP problems. 
To use the MaxLife algorithm in practical sensor networks, a Link-State type 
protocol is needed at the initial stage. The number of messages and time needed is the 
same as a typical Link-State protocol to get the network topology. After each node has 
learned the network topology, there is no additional message overhead in running this 
algorithm, only computational overhead. But this overhead is well paid off by the long 
lifetime it achieves later. Alternatively, the computation for clustering can be done at a 
more powerful node such as the base station and broadcast to sensor nodes. 
In the following, we describe two indirect approaches that focus only on one 
aspect of the tradeoff relation. Similar ideas have appeared in the literature for different 
optimization objectives or in different routing topology. We now apply them to the multi-




5. INDIRECT APPROACHES 
5.1 Minimizing Energy Consumption 
In this algorithm, both the interior and exterior energy costs are considered, but it 
focuses on minimizing the energy consumption of a single round. 
Let dij denote the number of hops from node i to node j along the shortest path. 
We formulate the problem into an ILP problem as follows: 
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The only variables are Xij : Xij = 1 if node i is node j’s head, otherwise Xij = 0. If 
node i is a head then Xii = 1. Other notations are used the same way as in section 4. 
To solve this ILP problem is NP-complete. Sometimes the ILP solver returns with 
the optimal solution, in which case the solution itself suggests the clustering topology; 
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sometimes the ILP solver fails to find the optimal integer solution. We accept suboptimal 
solution and use the same technique as in section 4 to round a real-numbered solution to 
an integer solution. From the rounded integer solution we can construct the cluster 
topology as follows: if Xii = 1, then node i is a head; then non-head nodes use the shortest 
path routing to enlist with the closest head. 
5.2 Rotating the Role of Cluster Heads 
In this algorithm, each node should have the same opportunity to be a cluster head. 
The idea is to choose a probability P of being a head upfront, and this probability is 
consistently used by all nodes. In every round, each node chooses a random number and 
feeds it in a predefined threshold function to decide whether it will be a head. The nodes 
that are not selected as heads will use the shortest path routing to associate with the 
closest head. The duty of being a cluster head is perfectly rotated among all nodes, so in 
the long run, every node will act as a head for the same number of times. The threshold 
function is the key to this algorithm. We adopt the threshold function from [1] and apply 
it in multiple hop clustering. 
The pseudo code of the algorithm is skipped here due to space limit. Because it 
depends on random numbers at each round, we call it Random algorithm. 
This algorithm provides each node equal chance to be a head in the long term; 
however, the randomness of the algorithm does not provide optimality of energy 
consumption in each single round. As we will see in the simulation, sometimes the 
minimum remaining energy Emin > P2, but the Random algorithm fails to find the optimal 
topology that utilizes the remaining energy of all nodes to make one more round. 
Therefore the total lifetime is not maximized. 
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The idea of rotating the role of cluster heads works well with a single hop 
clustering hierarchy as in [1], where each node either uses P1 or P2 energy in each round, 
so the heads always drain out faster than nonhead nodes; but in a multi-hop clustering 
hierarchy, a non-head relay node could drain out energy very fast, even faster than the 






















In this section, we compare the proposed MaxLife algorithm with the Random 
algorithm and the MinEnergy algorithm in section 5. 
In all experiments, initial energy E is set to 1 unit for all nodes; P1 and P2 are also 
normalized to E. 20 nodes are randomly deployed on a 100 × 100 square region. The 
transmission range of a node changes with the transmission power P1. After the initial 
deployment, network connectivity is checked and only connected networks are selected 
for study. Network lifetime is counted as the number of rounds. We use functional 
lifetime in the simulation, which can be interpreted as follows: suppose after L rounds, 
the minimum remaining energy is still   0, but after L+1 rounds, the minimum 
remaining energy becomes < 0, then the lifetime is L rounds. 
In the first setting, we use a fixed value P2 = 0.4, and vary the value of P1. When 
P2/P1 goes from 1 to 64, we observed that the lifetime L achieved by MaxLife is 
significantly longer than those by the other two schemes as shown in Fig.6.2.(a). In terms 
of the adaptability, MinEnergy is the worst in this experiment, because the relative large 
value of P2, head node(s) can only last for two rounds, and the topology does not change 
from round to round. Random shows better adaptability than MinEnergy, but the balance 
of energy consumption is achieved by the random selection of heads, not through an 
optimized design, so MaxLife still beats Random. From Fig.6.2(b) we can see MaxLife 
makes the best use of available energy as it ends with the least remaining energy. 
Because we used functional lifetime, so after L rounds, each node still has non-zero 
remaining energy. Random tends to terminate with more remaining energy. The reason is 
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even though there is still energy to make another round, but due to the random nature of 
the algorithm, the algorithm fails to find a topology that can make more rounds. 
In the second setting, we still use the normalized E = 1, but with a fixed P1 = 0.01, 
and we vary P2 to have P2/P1 going from 1 to 64. We compare lifetime and the minimum 
remaining energy after lifetime. MaxLife shows the best adaptability again, achieving the 





Fig.6.2 With initial energy reserve E = 1, BS-to-head P2 = 0.4, node-to-head P1 






Fig.6.3 With initial energy reserve E = 1, node-to-head P1 = 0.01, head-to-BS P2 




















In this paper, we addressed the problem of the maximum lifetime clustering in a 
multi-hop environment, analyzed the tradeoff relation among the major factors that 
contribute to the lifetime of sensor networks, and proposed a new algorithm MaxLife, in 
which we formulated the maximum lifetime clustering problem as an Integer Linear 
Program and provided a heuristic to select cluster heads. The idea is to break network 
lifetime into sessions of multiple rounds, and the clustering topology is adjusted at the 
beginning of each session to ensure energy efficiency and the balance of energy 
dissipation. The simulation results show that this algorithm performs significantly better 
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